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etition
eadline
oday
For students still interested,
p.m. today is the deadline to
in petitions to appear on
e Nov. 10 Student Senate
election ballot.
Eighteen seats are open in
e election, one less than in
t spring's executive election
en Student Body President
e Neumann was elected.
Of the 18 seats, three are
-campus, eight are on-camand seven are at-large. Of
e eight on-campus positions,
en are fu]).-seats, which are
Id for a year, and one is halft, meaning the candidate is
for re-election in the spring.
According to Amy Levine,
nate elections chairwoman,
students have picked up
titions from the Student
:vernment Office, Room 201
the Martin Luther King Jr.
niversity Union.
"We like to see as many stuents as possible involved in
he election," Levine said.
Considering we have over
0,000 students, I would hope
r good student interest.
e're here to serve the stunt population."
Petitions require 25 signas' from the district the cante will represent. Any stunt with a 2.25 grade point
erage can participate in the
'on.
In last spring's election, .25
ndidates competed for 19
ts.
Levine said she's not sur' sed about the number of
titions already picked up,
spite this fall's senate elecn being less publicized than

" Continued on Page 2A

Accident
Emergency Medical Technicians Darrel Nees and Chris Fitts lift Francis Taylor out of her car after it was struck by Jason
Stroot at the intersection of Second Street and Lincoln Ave. Taylor was taken to Sarah Bush Lincoln Hospital for treatment
of minor injuries.
·

Mattoon Am.track-ticket sales nixed
Speakman said he feels the job elimi- Amtrak riders on the train, through
nation was "a rather unthought move" travel agencies or by calling the toll-free
ticket number and using a credit card.
by Amtr?k officials.
Amtrak tickets are no longer sold at
Barbara Schlauch, an employee at
"If there was a petition sent around
the Amtrak train station in Mattoon as Eastern Illinois and the local busiri.ess- Arrow Travel, located at 620 West
of noon Tuesday because the rail line e s, we could turn this around," Lincoln West Park Plaza, said they have
was forced to cut service due to a lack of Speakman said.
always sold Amtrak tickets because it
Federal subsidies.
"Because of seniority, Speakman and seems easier for the Charleston resiTrains will continue to stop through · Jahraus will commute to the dents to buy them in town rather than
the Mattoon station even though the Champaign train station for employ- drive to Mattoon. However, the agency
ticket stations are being eliminated.
ment. Speakman said Doehring is has not noticed an increase in the purThe three ticket agent positions at presently working in Champaign, but chase of tickets due to the closure of the
the Mattoon train station, belonging to will be laid off when they are moved Mattoon ticket booth.
Dave Doehring, Dick Jahraus and Lee there.
· Jay Knott from the Charleston Travel
Speakman, were eliminated because of
Doehring was unavailable for com- Bureau, located at 301 West Lincoln,
the nation-wide Amtrak cut back.
'said, "Abolutely. We have seen an
ment on Thursday.
Jahraus said the ticket agents were
A caretaker will be hired to work long increase in the sales. I've sold four tickonly given a five-day notice before the hours and for little pay at the depot. He ets to Carbondale and two others in the
jobs were eliminated.
· will act as a costodian and will have to last 24 hours."
Jahraus has worked in the train be at the station for all the train
Other Illinois Amtrak ticket window
depot since 1960 and became a ticket arrivals and departures.
closings w·e re in Chillicothe and
agent along with Speakman in 1974 ..
Tickets can still be purchased by Centralia.
By TRAVIS SPENCER
Staff writer

Fire destroys ·116,000 acres
Cougill suspepds
four liquor licenses
By ROBERT SANCHEZ
editor

Ci

At a Charleston Liquor
Commission hearing Thursday, Mayor Dan Cougill
handed out a total of 14 days
of liquor license suspensions
to four local taverns that
admitted to th~ charge of
ser:ving a person under 21.
Five taverns, charged
with serving alcohol to a 19year-old police informant,
were represented at the
hearing. It was presided
over by Cougill, who is the

city's liquor commissioner,
and City Attorney Brian
Bower acted as prosecutor.
Stu's, 1405 Fourth St.,
repr,esented by Charleston
attorney S. John Muller, was
the only tavern out of the
five to deny the charges 'a t
yesterday's hearing.
Muller said he did not
want to accept any charges
until he had time to review
the evidence the city has
against the bar. Stu's next
hearing date was set for Nov.
11.

• Continued on Page 2A

LAGUNA BEACH, Calif. (AP)
- Stubborn strips of flame
zigzagged through Southern
California on Thursday as cool
sea breezes helped firefighters
gain ground · against a
firestorm that destroyed nearly 600 homes and burned
116,000 acres. Some residents
returned -home to find their
dreams had gone up in smoke.
A procession of fire refugees
walked through the smoke
along a coastal highway into
Laguna Beach, · the posh
coastal resort in Orange
County half-gutted by a wall of
flame that destroyed more
than 300 homes.
Authorities blocked the
Pacific Coast Highway, allow-

ing residents to return only on
foot or bicycle. Hundreds of
people abandoned their cars to
make the trip.
"It's just total devastation,"
John McMurray said as he
used a shovel to poke thro-ugh
debris that was once his home.
"This whole neighborhood is
burnt. We haven't been able to
salvage anything."
Valerie Coleman dabbed
tears with a towel as she
watched smoke rise from the

remnants of the apartment
she lost Wednesday.
"I have nothing," she said. ,.
President Clinton declared
disasters in five counties and
federal agencies organized
help for 25,000 displaced.
Police hunted the arsonists
responsible for some of the
fires and patrolled neighborhoods to prevent looting.
Cool sea breezes signaled an
end to the hot, dry Santa Ana
condition that on Wednesday
fanned 13 blazes into
firestorms from Ventura
County, north of Los Angeles,
to the U.S.-Mexico border.
The gusty winds blow

+ Continued on Page 2A
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FROM PAGE ONE
Petitions-----------------ate".
The election committee responsithe spring ~lection.
ble for publicity is made up of
"I'll be quite honest, our commit- . Levine, Julie Doss, non-senate electee has tried to send memorandums tions chairwoman, and senate memto all the different resident hall bers Matt Yegge and Wendy
assistants," Levine said. "We're just Hausman, who are not up for redoing the basic ·stuff; getting infor- election until the spring.
mation posted around so the stuLevine also stressed the impordents can get involved in the sen- tance of participation by the student

• From Page JA

A candidate forum will be held at
7 p.m. Nov. 9 in Coleman Auditorium.
"We usually have individuals from
three or four recognized students
organizations on a panel to ask
questions to the different candidates," Doss said. "It's always a good
forum to learn about what the candidates are planning to do."

body population when the time to
votes is at hand. Statistics compiled
in recent years show only 12 to 18
percent of the student population
vote in·student senate·elections.
"We're trying to get as many
polling places in the residence halls
·(as possible), so we're hoping for students to take an interest in voting.
Every vote really does count."

Cougill
•From Page JA
Allegedly, Stu's sold alcohol
to the informant during an
Oct. 21 alcohol compliance
check. If convicted of this violation, Stu's could have its
liquor license suspended for
up to seven days because it's
the bar's second in the past
year.
Ted's Warehouse, 102 N.
Sixth St., was a another tavern fating its second alcohol
violation in the past year. The
bar's owner Ted Bertuca
accepted the charge of selling
to a 19-year-old informant
during the Oct. 20 alcohol
compliance check.
Prior to accepting the
charge, Bertuca addressed
the mayor.
"I'd like to make a plea
that the city goes back to the
old cash fines and not suspensions," Bertuca said.

He said his bar has made
an effort to comply with the
liquor code.
"After the last time I got
caught.. .! tried experimenting
with a stamp which did not
work - it washed off immediately," Bertuca said.
Bertuca said because many
of his customers are older
than 21, his bar has chosen a
policy of placing a red "X" on
the hands of patrons under
21. He said his employees are
frequently reminded to make
certain patrons do not have a
red mark before they are
served the alcohol.
Cougill decided to suspend
the bar's license for five days
and said he used his Roe's
Tavern decision as a precedent.
On Aug. 27, Cougill issued
Roe's Tavern, 410 Sixth St., a
five-day liquor license suspension - instead of a seven-

day suspension - for its second violation because the
bar's owner, Dave Isbell,
proved his bar was making a
genuine attempt to comply
with the liquor code at the
time it was found in violation.
Stix Bar and Restaurant,
1412 Fourth St., represented
by owner Don Yost, accepted
the charge of selling alcohol
to a 19-year-old informant
during the Oct. 21 compliance
check.
Bower said Stix was originally charged with two counts
of violating the liquor code.
The rationale for the two
counts, Bower said, was
because Stix is divided into a
restaurant/banquet section
and a bar/billiards section,
which are both served by one
bar.
Yost acquired a separate
liquor license for each of the
two sections of his establish-

Ike's Little Campus, 411
ment. Bower said both areas
should have their licenses Lincoln Ave., represented by
suspended because the viola- Eastern student James
tion occurred at the bar that Hassels, accepted the charge
of serving the informant durserves both.
According to Yost, the cur- ing the Oct. 20 compliance
rent layout of Stix was check. Cougill issued a three..
accepted by former Mayor day liquor license suspension
Wayne Lanman's city council to the bar.
when it issued him his
Thirsty's, Sixth Street and
restaurant liquor license.
Jefferson Avenue, representCougill issued a three-day ed by owner Jim Sears,
suspension of Stix's bar/bil- accepted the charge of servliards liquor license. He ing the informant during the
decided to address the one Oct. 20 compliance check.
bar/two liquor licenses issue Cougill issued a three-day
liquor license suspension to
at another time.
This means during the sus- .the bar.
Under state statute, any
pension Stix patrons will still
be able to purchase alcohol on tavern· found gtiilty of violatthe restaurant side of the ing city laws is given 21 days
establishment while the sus- to appeal a liquor commispension is in effect. But Yost sioner's verdict. Thus any
said patrons will not be per- suspensions will not take
mitted to buy alcohol unless affect until 21 days after
they purchase at least $3 hearing date - Nov 18.
worth of food.

Fire~-------------------/

\

gles.
· Jeff Genoway, 22, a firefighter in
through Southern California every fall Orange County, caught just two hours
from the deserts east of Los Angeles.
of sleep on the driveway of a house durA growing army of firefighters seized ing a 48-hour shift that showed no
the chance to steadily encircle the fires. signs of ending Thursday.
Some of the fires raged out of control;
"It's not hard to sleep on concrete
others were partially contained; few of when you're extremely tired," said
the fires threatened more residences.
Genoway, stationed·in the Laguna Hills
Altogether, dozens of firefighters overlooking the coastline.
were hurt, and two remained in serious
Just north of Laguna Beach, fire
condition Thursday. Thousands of oth- damaged the ritzy Emerald Bay comers were exhausted by all-night strug- munity but spared homes owned by

• From Page JA
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We
t(

Warren E. Buffett, named America's
wealthiest man by Forbes magazine,
and former baseball commissioner
Peter Ueberroth.
By Thursday, firefighters had contained more than half of the 10,000acre fire in Laguna Beach, 40 miles
southeast of Los Angeles. Police said
the cause was arson. Arson also was
suspected in a 33,111-acre fire in
Ventura County that destroyed 18
structures.
A transient who set a fire while try-

ing to keep warm was arrested in con-

nection with a 5,500-acre blaze tha
consumed 115 homes in Altadena,
miles northeast of Los Angeles in
San Gabriel Mountains.
In Washington, Clinton sent Federal
Emergency Management Agenc,
Director James Lee Witt to California.
About 2,130 firefighters from aro
the state and 600 U.S. Forest Servi
firefighters were summoned to th
region. Gov. Pete Wilson said 6,500
fighters already were on the lines.
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I
Lunch & Dinner I
I
Friday & Saturday Night I
DINNER
I
I
BUFFET

FRI. Large Taco or BBQ
Pizza only $922

s11s

SAT. XX Large Pizza

$922

One Topping only

I

SUN. Small Pizza w/up
to 5 toppings $422
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.
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Hallow,een.Weekend at

AAHHll

Mother's.

EEKll

• •
GO Gaga over Witches Brewl Mom's Secret concoction
is derived from lizards, snakes, spiders &.. morel
Also: $1
$1
$1
$1

17oz Souvenir Cups (Lite.Miller)
"Halloween Edition " GD Bottles
Other Bottles
Bar Drinks

ant to suck y our blood!,,
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tudent Senate approv~s
...... ini-.concert resolution
The University Board's Minioncert Committee took one step
oser to providing students bar alterative entertainment after receiving
almost unanimous approval from
the Student Senate Wednesday.
The Student Senate approved the
solution recognizing the committee
· a voice vote with one senator vot. g against the resolution.
The purpose of the University
oard-created Mini-Concert Comittee is to increase weekend proamming at Eastern by bringing
ee to four up-and-coming bands to
mpus each semester.
Several Student Senate members
id the program would be an effective alternative to local bars by pro.ding Eastern students with a noncoholic form of entertainment.
Bobby Smith, speaker of the
tudent Senate, said he is optimistic
bout the success of the Mini-Concert
ommittee.
"The mini concerts are a great
'dea," Smith said. "If people are look-

ing for something to do on weekends,
this will be the thing that they can
do."
Other senate members agreed.
"The UB is a responsible board
when it comes to bringing student
entertainment to the Eastern campus," said Blake Wood, student body
financial vice president. "I am confident it will work out for the best."
Already, several groups have
expressed interest in performing as
part of the Student Senate's miniconcert program. Among those
groups are The Blenders, 1964,
Holiday Ranch, So Smooth, Fantastic
and Physical Graffiti.
Although hopes for the MiniConcert Committee's success is positive, senate and UB members admit
the committee will face many challenges.
Pam Quade, graphics coordinator
for the UB, said she thinks supplying
entertainment tbat suits most students' tastes should be a top responsibility on the committee's priority
list.
"In order for (the committee and
the mini concerts) to work, the

Student Senate will have to send out
surveys to all the students," Quade
said. "The surveys will let the committee know what the students'
entertainment needs and interests
are."
Wood said students' lifestyles may
keep some away from the new program.
"Many students go home for the
weekends instead of staying on campus," Wood said. "This combined with
the fact that the bands are in a nonalcoholic setting, could keep some
students from attending the miniconcerts."
Other problems mentioned by senate and UB members include lack of
publicity for the mini-concerts by the
Student Senate and the possibility
that the bands brought in may not
appeal to the students' entertainment tastes.
The next step in forming the MiniConcert Committee will be to find a
student-~oordinator for the program.
The UB will be taking applications
for the position and interviews will
be conducted after all the applications are returned.

istide calls for total blockade
UNITED NATIONS (AP) - Haiti's ousted president said
day he will not go home until the army commander who
helped to topple him leaves.
Jean-Bertrand Aristide also called for a total blockade
and complete trade embargo against Haiti to pressure the
army chief, Lt. Gen. Raoul Cedras, and the nation's other
military rulers to restore him to power.
"I think he will have to leave, and (then) I will be able
to return," Aristide said at a news conference after a
speech to the General Assembly.
"One, he (Cedras) must leave," Aristide said in French.
"Two, I must return." Aristide, Haiti's first democratically
elected leader, was to return by Saturday under an agreement signed in July with Haiti's military rulers, but violence by military-backed groups has disrupted the UN.mediated plan.
Aristide was not specific in his remarks today, but he
appeared to rule out a return by Saturday.
At a news conference in Washington, President Clinton
lashed out at anti-democratic forces in Haiti and said the
United States was considering other measures against
the country's military rulers.

"The people down there that are thwarting democracy's
return have got to decide whether they ·want to hold on
tight to a shrinking future or take a legitimate and proportionate share of an expanding future," Clinton said.
"It is their decision. But I think they are making a
grave mistake. And we are looking at what our other
options are," he said.
The U.N. Security Council reimposed an oil and arms
embargo on Haiti last week in an attempt to bring pressure to bear upon the- military leaders w.ho ousted
Aristide in a bloody September 1991 coup.
But Aristide said more was needed. "We request a total
and complete blockade, which is necessary, even essential," he told the 184-nation General Assembly.
.
In a 25-minute speech punctuated by applause, he
vowed to return to his impoverished Caribbean nation
and emphasized political dialogue, reconciliation, economic reconstruction and justice.
When asked at the news conference whether he would
return to Haiti this weekend, he said only, "I am ready."
An estimated 5,000 Haitians demonstrated support for
Aristide outside the United Nations during his speech.
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College party attitudes not all inclusive
a
seven-day-aweek party
Eastern

In institutions of higher
" n ru-h
list and faring quite well if its
24_how; student
education almost everywhere,
vv u..
population was larger.
students cry out resoundingly
But what did University of
for one thing: "Let's party!"
atti- Chicago students think of
Students at the $ 703 miltude,
being named the dog· of parlion state-budgeted
tying schools?
University of Illinois at
Wouldn't have
"Pep rallies? Cheerleaders?
Champaign scream: "Party
any trouble
I got that out of my system in
over here!"
making ·the
high school," said Robin
Hunicke, 20, a third-year
Students at the home of
the disputed king of partyers, Emott
schooU
University of Chicago student.
"I think people should grow
Southern Illinois University at Peppers
Carbondale. scream en
mm-smmrrrrmrrrr
·!!!m;11rr~1illiSl111rrrmrr;1rmn1!rrm=ii=mrrr1M·· = = = =
· ·mmmHil iSIHm1rrrnrm1!1!!rrrn up and go to college for a real
masse: "Party over here! Yo!
re~son, not to party."
Party over there! Yo!"
Whaaat?! Is this child sick? Is this student actually
saying that the sole purpose of going to college is
Students at the least expensive Board of
Governors school, Eastern Illinois University, echo
not partying but some higher calling?
with a rebel yell: "Party over here! Yo! Party over
An inordinate number of students at Eastern and
there! Yo! Party everywhere! Let's go!"
throughout the nation would beg to differ. This ideal
Enter the non-partyers. University of Chicago stugoes against the very fiber and foundation and social
dents: "Party over here? No."
values of all existing partyers. For them, making
Recently, a student-conducted poll put the
money - correction - lots of money, is always first.
University of Chicago last when it comes to having
Spending that money partying comes secondary.
If the idea that institutions of higher education are
fun. The unscientific poll appeared in Inside Edge, a
national magazine produced by students from
to be tapped for every crumb of information necessary for becoming a beneficial member of the workBoston-area colleges, including Harvard, which
ranked 122 on the list.
!rig-class society were to become as pervasive as the
The list said schools like the University of Chicago
need to party, students wouldn't spend six or seven
along with Yale and West Point, excel in academics,
years as an undergraduate.
but rot when it comes to having fun. The surveys'
Either this University of Chicago student's prioritop 10, in order, are: Florida State, The University of
ties are twisted or something is irrefutably wrong
California at Santa Barbara, Vermont, Rice,
with the attitudes of students entering the college
Georgetown, Syracuse, Alabama, Penn Sate,
system.
And what did Eastern students say when the
Connecticut and Tulane.
Where did Eastern rank? It didn't. Inside Edge
Chronicle of Higher Education listed Eastern as gain·
only graded America's 300 largest coed universities.
ing a reputation as a party school?
"Party on dude, party on."
The University of Chicago was ranked 300.
But rest assured party dudes and dudettes, with a
- Elflott Peppers is the associate news editor and
pervasive 24-hour, seven-days-a-week party attiregular columnist for The Daily Eastern News.
tude, Eastern wouldn't have any trouble making the
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New committee
should ·provide
bar ·cilternatives
As early ·as this spring, the University BOard's
mini-concert committee could bring up to five
small, up-and-coming bands to Eastern each
semester.
UB chairman Kevin Lipke said the committee, which was granted $12,490 from the
Apportionment Board Wednesday night,
- - - - - - . - - - "would give people an
alternative to the bars"
- - - - - - - -. by bringing in bands
that would normally play in bars.
The concerts would be cost effective for the
students, with ticket prices for the shows averaging between $3 and $5.
Although the idea of providing cheap, oncampus bar alternatives is good, the UB will
need to take certain steps to ensure the success of the concerts.
The biggest step will be making sure the
students know about the concerts.
While many well-publicized UB events such
as Quakin' the Quad have been successful, the
UB has been slow to publicize its "big" concerts
and has suffered for it. Botches like last year's
Lou Rawls' Parent's Weekend concert and the
Cheap Trick spring concert from two years ago
cost the board approximately $42,000.
Publicity will be especially important in the
case of the mini-concerts, as they will be competing against the reputably strong bar scene.
However, if the committee is able to book
the types of bands popular at the bars for a
cheaper price, it is will be up to the students to
stop complaining about the lack of bar alternatives in Charleston and take advantage of the
concerts.
If the UB publicizes the concerts {and the
concerts are good), students will come. That is
what needs to happen for the concerts to be a
success. The UB needs to do more than advertise in the newspaper, they need to tack up the
flyers and posters that seem to be part of the
secret to the bars' success.
But even if the mini-concert committee is
successful, the UB should not be distracted
from its other concerts and activities.
Regardless of the committee's success, the
UB should be applauded for taking into its own
hands the lack of bar alternatives facing
Charleston.

Editorial

Pi Kappa Alpha
president gives
fraternity's stand
Dear editor:
The Zeta Gamma chapter of the
Pi Kappa Alpha international fraternity does not condone hazing in
any form and will not tolerate any
type of hazing violation by any of
its members. The international fraternity policy prohibits hazing by
any of its chapters or members.
Following the hazing incident,
which occurred on Sept. 29, the
chapter conducted its own investigation and found a few of its members in violation of the fraternity's
risk management policy. This information was then submitted to the
university to assist it with its investigation. These members were
found to have violated the policy
by encouraging a few associate
members to consume alcohol.
Those individuals have been disciplined by the chapter and they
realize that their individual actions
were in violation of the fraternity's
anti-hazing policy.

Your turn
The chapter has cooperated with
the university throughout the
investigation of this incident and
believes that the university handled the incident accordingly.
We are committed to being a
positive contributor to Eastern's
campus environment and to its
award-winning Greek system. We
will continue to strive in that vein.
The chapter is reviewing the entire
pledge education program to
ensure that there are no other
areas of concern with regards to
hazing.
Troy Swanson
President
Pl Kappa Alpha

Newest recycling
program a new part
of existing program
Dear editor:.
I agree that the Student Senate
has made a major step to advance
the recycling of aluminum cans on

campus. This new program, am
others, will aid the campus in
meeting the mandated goal of a
percent reduction in waste str
tonnage.
Another recycling program
exists on campus for paper and
cardboard. It has grown since It
was started in 1991. During the
last fiscal year, the campus recy·
cled 170,000 pounds of paper
stock. The paper stock was coll
ed from residence halls, educatl
and administration buildings. It
sold to generate money for ex
sion of the campus recycling program. The program's collection
containers may be found in most
the major campus buildings, for
example, by the copier machines
in Booth Library and in computer
laboratories in residence halls.
I would like to thank The Daily
Eastern News for their coverage
the campus recycling programs lit
the past. This has improved the
public awareness of Eastern's r
cling programs and the impact
these programs have made on
campus, the community and the
environment.
Garyllan
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SATURDAY

"lylbl Pip" ,. HaJloween.Bash~,
Rock-n- Roll
S11ckyl1ckcl
Don't miss this special event

from Effingham

Playing songs by:

Playing songs by:

AC/DC, KISZ, Megadeth,
Metallica, Judas Priest,
Jacky!, Ozzy Osbourne
and more

AC/DC, Rhino Bucket,
Smashing Pumpkins,
Tesla, Alice in Chains
and original songs

Masks

COACH
·Eoov·s
Panther Sport Shoppe

Julie Kennedy, ajunior elementruy education major, tries to find a costume for Halloween
Thursday afternoon at Grand Ball Costumes, 310 Madison Ave.

Students consume alcohol
to prove intoxication points
By CAROL MCKINNEY
Staff writer

In conjunction with
National Collegiate Alcohol
Awareness Week, Andrews
Hall sponsored "Driving
Under the Influence- Can You
Beat It?" Thursday night in
the Andrews Hall lobby to
show how alcohol affects each
person differently.
As part of the program, five
Eastern students were asked
to consume from six to eight
beers over one hour. The participants then underwent a
series of field sobriety tests
and a breathalizer test,
administered by Crime
Prevention Officer Michael
Ealy.
According to Ealy, the pur. pose of the presentation was
"to show how alcohol effects
different people differently."
The participants were Chad
Wilson, a junior economics
major, Todd Rogers, a senior
education major, Tracey
Whalen, a senior speech communications major, Vito
Dastici, a senior sociology
major and Lucianna Gomes, a
senior political science major.

problems," he said.
Ealy said various circumstances come into play when
analyzing the reaction alcohol
has on an individual.
"It just goes to show that
people can drink the same
amount of alcohol and be
affected differently, because of
weight, metabolism, and psychological make-up," Ealy
said.
Ealy's point was proven by
the participants. Although
some of the participants consumed as many as eight
beers, the person who consumed only six beers had the
highest reading on the
breathalizer test.
The participants all agreed
that they were unaware alcohol could have such different
affects on each person.
Some of the participants
said they expected to rate a
lot higher on the breathalizer
test. Others said they expected their rate to be lower than
it actually was.
Ealy said even if only one
person gained some knowledge about alcohol and its
affects, the presentation was
worth it.

''T..L

t just goes to
show that people
can drink the same
amount of alcohol
and be affected
differently,"
-Michael Eq,ly
Crime Prevention Officer
The program was directed by
Andrew's Hall resident assistants, Traci Jones and
Gomes.
Ealy began his presentation
by emphasizing that he is not
against drinking, as long as it
is done responsibly.
"For me to say know when
to say no, or to give your keys
to someone else isn't enough,"
Ealy said.
Ealy said alcohol abuse has
definitely become a problem
on Eastern's campus.
"In the last five years, we
have had a very steep
increase in alcohol related
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ARTISTS TO DRAW EDITORIAL CARTOONS FOR

The Daily Eastern News
PREVIOUS ART BACKGROUND
EXPERIENCE PREFERRED.
Contact CASSIE SIMPSON
or
CHRIS SEPER at 581-2812
or stop in The Daily Eastern News
office in Buzzard Building
... -.. -.·- . , ..........
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FRIDAY - SATURDAY- SUNDAY

FALL· SPECTACULAR
SALE!!
~

~
NIKE

- ~

Cross-Trainers ................ 25°/o off
Running Shoes ............... 25°/o off
Indoor Court .................. 30°/o off
Basketball ...................... 25°/o off
Cleated Shoes ................ 40°/o off
••••••••••••••••••••••••••

G®®M

G®®M

REEBOK
Cross-Trainers ................ 20°/o
Running ......................... 20°/o
Basketoall ...... ~ ............... 20°/o
Aerobic .......................... 20°/o

off
off
off
off

other shoes 30°/o off

NBA

NFL

Clothing

Clothing

Rugby Shirts ...... 30%
T-Shirts ............. 25%
Sweatshirts ....... 20%
Jackets ............. 30%

::;::: ,.. ,. ,·-·----','
'-'"'-.V.&.1'T"r::E::O
,!,'

Daily 9-8 Sun 12-5
1414 SIXTH STREET IN OLDE TOWNE SQUAM
ONE BLOCK NORTH 01' OLD MAIN'

off
off T-Shirts ............. 25% off
off
off Sweatshirts ...... :25% off

{jJ

Jackets ............. 30% off

EIU

Russell Athletic
Clothing ·

Clothing
Sweatshirts ....... 25% off
Sweatshirts ....... 20% off T-Shirts ............. 50% off
50
T-Shirts ............. 50% off Irregulars Low as $10

..
'

Jackets ............. 20% off

Branded Russell
Athletic

50°/o off

·MUCH MUCH
MORE ON SALBlll

;.
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TCI, Bell merger
assist job show few effects
searches
By TRAVIS SPENCER

Staff writer

By FARIDA KAPASI
Staff writer

Career Planning and
Placement Center Services will now offer computerized registration services to all students and
alumni to assist in their
career planning and job
searches, said Shirley
Stewart, director of the
Placement Center.
Students registering
with the Placement Center can purchase a diskette for $10, on which they
can enter personal data on
any IBM or IBM-compatible computer. The information is then stored in
the computer system at
the Placement Center, and
the students keep their
diskettes for future updating, Stewart said.
She added the placement credential file services are available to all
students and alumni seeking internships or permanent employment.
Also available to students is the writing
software package which
the students can use independently on any computer to create a resume.
Stewart said the new
computer system makes it
"faster for us to identify
students who meet employer's needs."
In addition, the tedious
procedure of typing
application forms is eliminated through this system.
"The entire procedure
takes only 15 to 20 minutes to enter the data on
the disk," Stewart said. "If
an employer calls for a
position to be filled in a
particular area and particular grade point average,
the computer will generate and pre-screen, and
(the employer) will decide
who they want to interview."

The recent $33 billion corporate merger of TeleCommunication Inc., the
nation's largest cable TV system operator, and regional
telephone company Bell
Atlantic, will show few immediate effects in the Charleston
area, said local TCI manager.
Dan Van Zandbergen,
Charleston's TCI general
manager, said it will be "quite
some time" before any
changes take place in the
Charleston area.
Zanbergen said his office
didn't learn of the merger
until it was made public.
"I saw it on the CNN press
release along with everyone
else," Van Zandbergen said.
The combination of the
two companies will enhance
communication abilities to

deliver video, voice and computer data through one connection into the home.
The merger generates several ideals toward creating an
"information superhighway."
John C. Malone, the cable
industry entrepreneur, provided a vision of a single box
that would set on top of every
television set and control telephone calls, television shows,
video rentals, newspapers and
even books.
The merged corporation
will be No. 6 on the Fortune
500 list of the biggest
American companies with the
accumulated assets of $60 billion.
Raymond W. Smith, chairman of the chief executive of
Philadelphia-based Bell Atlantic, will continue as chairman and chief executive of
the merged corporation while
Malone will be vice chairman.

New transfer plan
under discussion
By AMY CARNES
Staff writer

The Council on Academic
Affairs Thursday discussed
recommendations on the
Illinois Articulation Initiative,
a plan proposing a general
educE,ttion curriculum that
would facilitate student, trans.fer from one Illinois institution
to another.
CAA chairwoman Kathlene
Shank suggested the plan
require students to take one
course from the life sciences
and one course from the physical sciences. Currently, the
plan "strongly recommends"
students take a course from
each area, but does not require
that they do.
CAA member Ron Wohlstein
recommended the concept of a
review panel be deleted from
the plan. Wohlstein, who
agreed to prepare a statement
for next week's meeting opposing the plan, said he cannot
see the need for such a board.

According to the plan, the
review panel would act as a
judge in situations where a
community college and a university disagree on whether a
course fits the description in
the curriculum. The review
panel would make the final
decision on the issue after it
has been considered at the
institutional level.
"The review panel's purpose
is very poorly outlined," said
Stephen Whitley, associate vice
president for academic affairs.
Shank said the CAA will
put together all of its individual suggestions on the plan to
form a cohesive statement,
which will be approved Nov.
11.
On Nov. 12 and Nov. 16, representatives from Eastern's CAA
and other Illinois schools will
give their oral recommendations on the plan to a steering
committee, which will make
the final decision on the content of the transferable general
education curriculum.

Artists to draw editorial
cartoons for

The Daily
Eastern
News
Previous art background
experience preferred.

Contact Cassie Simpson or
Chris Seper at 581-2812
or stop in
The Daily Eastern News

office in Buzzard Building

The Summer EIU Debut Program (New Student Registration/Orientation)
is looking for Orientation Leaders to help new students and their parents
acquaint themselves to EIU and the community.

Oua!iticatjons

Resoonsjbilities

·

-Giving historical campus tours
•Answering questions about EIU and Charleston
•Facilitating and participating in orientation
presentations for new students and parents
•Working check-in desk hours and assisting
with evening social activities
•Performing in a peer theatrical presentation
•Assisting with touch-tone registration
•Compiling orientation materials

..----Applications are available: ----.
*Any Residence Hall Desk

105 W. Lincoln
345-7711

2a.
ut

Fri.-Sat. open ti/ 3 p.m.

eanY-out and Delivery
Only

r----------------------,
One Medium 1-Topping Pizza
Cl

$7.99
One Additional Medium Cheese Pizza

$3.99
(Delivery or Dine-in)
Not valid with any other offer
Expires 1112193
L- --~-111111!:~ ~-

-

-

-
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....-.._
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~
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*Office of Orientation

(located in the Housing Office - University Union)
Applications are due back to these locations by 4 pm on

November 12th, 1993

.J

Festiva

$19 PER DAY w/100 Free miles
$119 PER WEEK w11000 Free miles
•Most Major Credit Cards Accepted
•Low Rates Include Proper Insurance
•Rent By The Day Or Week

•Involved student leadership experience
•Cumulative G.P.A. of 2.25 or higher
•Good communication skills
•Enrolled in summer school classes
•Positive attitude about EIU
•Must be available starting Jan. 24
through July 26.

'y
'
'
'

Fri & Sat
Halloween
Drink Specials

345-3673
Monday-Saturday
8am-5pm

Mooney Motors

_ _ _ Of Charleston. ________
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Director of U.S. Oly111pic joi.ns list for co111111issioner
NEW YORK (AP) - Harvey Schiller,
executive directQr of the U.S. Olympic
Committee, is one of the final candidates in the search for a new baseball commissioner.
Schiller, 54, joins Lynn Martin, a
Labor Secretary during the Bush
Administration. Although owners
have attempted to conduct the search

in secrecy, New York Yankees owner He's a doer. He's a get-things-done
George Steinbrenner confirmed guy. Harvey has tremendous abilities,
Thursday that Schiller remained as he's demonstrated here. He has
under consideration.
been a tremendous executive director.
"Harvey is one that is under con- · It certainly would be a loss if he left
sideration," said Steinbrenner, a the Olympie committee." Schiller
USOC vice president. "Harvey· . refused to comment on whether he is
Schiller is a tremendously capable a candidate or say if he had been
guy in any position he's ever been in. ·interviewed. Two other sources,

speaking on the condition they not be
identified, confirmed that he was
interviewed for the job and said they
were under the impression the list
had been pared to three candidates.
"There are a lot of fine people who
have applied for the job and been
interviewed," Steinbrenner said.

Soccer team winds Volleyball _ _ _ _ _ __
down the season
By BOB CRAMPTON
Staff wrtter

With only three games
remaining in the regular season, the Eastern soccer team
will look to make the most of
its Wisconson road trip this
weekend.
The Panthers, who are 9-6
overall, face the University of
Wisconsin at Green Bay today
at 7 p.m. before squaring off
against the University of
Milwaukee on Sunday at 1
p.m.
"We will have our hands full
with both teams, as it is hard
to play on the road," Eastern
assistant coach Les Szabo said
of the conference foes. "I feel
that we can beat Green Bay at
their field."
Even though the Panthers,
who are 3-3 on the road, have
surpassed last season's 3-12-2
mark, several question marks
still hover over the team.
Szabo and junior fol"Ward
Paul Agyeman both agreed
that the club's most significant
downfall has been its lack of

consistency.
"It has been a Jeckle-andHyde season," Szabo said.
"There have been several ups
and downs, as we have simply
been lacking consistency."
Said Agyeman, "We have
looked good at times, but we
have also looked atrocious.
There have been a lot of high
points along with several low
ones."
As far as returning home
with a pair of triumphs,
Agyeman admitted it would be
quite an accomplishment.
"The conference has been
very lively this season," he
said. "If we come home with
two victories, it would be
great."
In addition, Agyeman and
freshman Henry Ospina will
attempt to light up the scoreboard. Both have scored 16
points this season.
"I haven't had a great season as far as numbers go, but I
think I've learned to become
more of a team player," said
Agyeman, who led last year's
squad with 22 tallies.

AL rookie named
Anaheim, Calif. (AP) _ Tim
Salmon, a can't-miss prospect
who lived up to his billing,
was unanimously voted
American League Rookie of
the Year on Thursday, the
first California Angels player
to win the award.
Salmon, a third-round
selection by the Angels in the
1989 amateur draft, hit .283
with 95 RBis and 31 homers,
tied for ninth in AL.
Chicago White Sox pitcher
Jason Bere got 18 secondplace votes and was runnerup with 59 points, well ahead
of Boston pitcher Aaron Sele,

who had 19 points and finished third.
Salmon's victory completed
a sweep by the Los Angelesarea teams. Dodgers catcher
Mike Piazza on Wednesday
was unanimously voted NL
Rookie of the Year. The only
other time both awards were
won unanimously was in
1987, by Oakland's Mark
McGwire and San Diego's
Benito Santiago.
Salmon joined McGwire,
Carlton Fisk (1972) and
Sandy Alomar Jr. (1990) as
the only AL rookies to win
unanimously.
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EVERYDAY CARRY-OUT
I
I AND
DELIVERY SPECIALSI
I 14" ThinwithCrust
Pizza ; 4JPMONICAL'S
I
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BREADSTICKS 5 Soft Dough
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looking to really get after it."
Mcinerney will be fielding
Mcinerney said that a strong front group, paced by
Milwaukee has a strong front five sub-26:00 performers for
group that runs well together, 8,000 meters (4.97 miles).
but he is confident his team Leading the way .for the
will be able to break that up Panthers is junior Nate
in the middle part of the race. Shaffer, who in fact holds
"They (Milwaukee) have a Valparaiso's course record at
nice front pack, but we've got 25:17.0, which he set in winto break that up," Mcinerney ning the Cougar Invitational
said. "The key for us is to run in September. Not far behind
intellegently. You can't win · Shaffer are seniors Dave
the race in the first mile. The Lewis_and Jeff Trask, sophoheart of the race is from 3,000 more Steve Cunningham and
to 7,000, that's where we'll be freshman Brian Allen.

"Any of our top three could
win the race individually,"
Mcinerney said. "I'm hoping
they'll all be ahead of
Milwaukee's top guy at the
finish, with the others right
in the thick of it.
"Even though we've got
some young kids up there, it's
a pretty experienced bunch.
They know what they have to
do. We're pretty pumped, this
is fun stuft:"
The race begins at 11:15
a.m.

Women's--------•From Page BA
big meetings and do all of the psychological
preparations, but that's all garbage. The kids
decide how they are going to do. If the kids
decide they're not going to run, that's what
they decide to do, they know.
"You don't want the kids to have race
anxiety and as a coach, you walk a fine-line,"
he said. "You don't want to over-coach."

Cold temperature may play into how the
race is run.
"That's just another thing everyone is going
to have to be prepared for," Crat said. "If it's
cool here, it's going to be cold in Indiana, right
near Lake Michigan. And there could be snow,
so the weather does weigh on the mind of the
runners. You really have to mentally prepare,
but even more so when it's 28 degrees out and
you're freezing your buns off"

BEFORE YOU LOCK ALL OF YOUR
DOORS AND TURN OFF
YOUR LIGHTS WITH A . CLICK ••••

COME TO CRAIG'S TO.RENT A
CHILLING HORROR FLICK.
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$3.QO Per Day

ALL RECENT HITS
$2.00 Per Wk.
(7 Days)
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Valparaiso _ _ _ _ _ _ __

CIANT320ZSOFTDRINKChoose
from a se1ection or Coca~ola
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Pizza Isn't All
We're Good.At.

their last 13, with their only Mid-Con victory
• From Pcige BA
them," said Ralston. "We assume they're pret- coming against Youngstown.
Eastern defeated the Vtlrings on Sept. 24 in
ty much like they were when we last saw
four
games, 15-8, 14-16, 15-5, 15-11. In that
them."
match,
Kaaryn Sadler picked up 16 kills and
In the time that has passed since these two
teams last faced-off, Penguin outside hitter 26 digs as Cleveland State became the Lady
Jen Windau has emerged as one of the top Panthers' first conference victim of the seaplayers in the conference. The Youngstown son.
The Vikings are led by Amy Kyler, who is
senior currently leads her squad in just about
every major statistic, including kills (231), ranked seventh in the Mid-Con in digs-perdigs (312), hitting percentage (.266), service game with a 3.20 average, and Cass
Dolhancyk, who leads the conference in
aces (29), and total attempts (610).
blocks-per-game
with a 1.31 average.
Along with her stable play, Windau was
Ralston hopes that her squad can gain
also selected as the Rawlings/Mid-Con
Volleyball Player of the Week this week, aver- some momentum from this weekend's matchaging a .344 hitting percentage, 4.17 kills-per- es - momentum that could carry them to the
end of the season. .
game, and 4.58 digs-per-game.
"We were 5-4 in the first half of the (conferOn Saturday, Cleveland State will come to
ence)
season," RalstOn said. "One of our goals
town with the baggage of a 1-8 conference
was
to
be at least 8-1 in the second half We
mark and 4-17 overall record. The Vikings
have lost five matches in a row, and 11 of should be able to win those - that's our goal
for the rest of our matches."
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Panthers to
face leaders
in .rushing
By DON O'BRIEN

week, leads the conference
with 104. 7 yards per game.
The sophomore from Mattoon
has gained 733 yards on 138
carries.
"High is definitely a concern for us," said Branch,
whose team comes into the
game riding a three-game
winning streak. "Jeff Thorne
is probably the best quarterback in the league. He can
move around. He has a great
arm and is aware of what is
JEFF CULLER/Photo editor
going on around him."
Eastern coach Bob Spoo Duane Conway, right, a center shows the members of the team a blocking technique while
said that Southwest's defemie joking arowui at practice Thursday.
is similar to Northern Iowa's, rankings, Spoo said that the premier cornerbacks in the envision, I feel that Mike
but is more agressive.
Panthers will try to run the conference in Adrion Smith," McNary can step up and do
"Southwest likes to get ball on them.
Spoo said. "Their secondary is the job," Spoo said.
after you and penetrate," Spoo
"There is no question that sound with good personnel."
Eastern will be looking to
·said. "That style is a little we will have to rely on the
Eastern's top cornerback, record its first win at home
more difficult to handle, as far running game," he said. "That junior Ray McElroy, should be this season and Southwest
as blocking schemes are con~ has been our strength all sea- in the starting lineup will be tyring to win for the
cerned. We will have to buckle son and we can't abandon it Saturday. McElroy turned an first time ever at O'Brien
· up the chin straps because it now."
ankle in last week's game and Stadium Saturday.
will be a physical game."
The Panthers lost to
Preseason All-Gateway missed the entire second half.
Southwest is ranked first in selection Adrion Smith leads Spoo said that McElroy will Western 28-14 earller this
the Gateway and 11th in the Southwest defensive unit. return to the lineup. In season before playing Illinois
Division I-AA in total team He is tops in the league in McElroy's absence last week, State to a tie. Southwest,
defense. The Bears have only interceptions with four and freshman Mike McNary which still has a chance at the
given up 202.1 yards per seventh on the team in tack- stepped in to fill the void.
Gateway Conference title, is
· game.
"If Ray could not play, 0-7-1 in games played at
les.
Despite the Bears' lofty
"(Southwest) has one of the which is something I don't O'Brien.

Staff editor

By listening to Southwest
Missouri State head coach
Jesse Branch talk, you
wouldn't know that his team
leads the Gateway Conference
in rushing defense.
"(Rushing defense) has
been a problem," said Branch
of his defensive unit, which
ranks first in the Gateway in
the category by giving up
123.4 yards a
game.
"Northern Iowa ran the ball
at will on us and Southern
Illinois was also successful."
. At 1:30 p.m. Saturday,
Southwest's
top-ranked
defense will meet up with the
Gateway's leading rusher,
Willie High, as Eastern hosts
the Bears at O'Brien
Stadium. Eastern is 1-5-1
overall and 0-3-1 iri Gateway
action and Southwest is 5-3
overall . and 3-1 in the
Gateway.
High, who rushed for 8_3
yards last week in a 17-17 tie
with Illinois State after a 224yard performance against
Northern Iowa the previous

Volleyball team Valparaiso scene for men's
cross cotintry cha111pionship
·,l ooks :to· future
By BRIAN HARRIS
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By RANDY LISS

spot in the conference.
Staff writer
UIC is idle this weekend, ·
so a Lady Panther weekend
After all of the recent talk sweep would vault them a
of their rising playoff half game ahead of the
, chances, the future is now Flamea in the standings
for the Eastern volleyball ,. with an 8-5 record. Let's not ·
t.eam.
get ahead. of ourselves,
· Currently tied for fifth though. These matches have
place in the Mid-Continent to be played first.
Conference With a 6-5 record
"Now is the time to come
and a 9-18 overall mark. the on."' said Eastern head coach

. Lady Panthers have the
oppOi'twiity to make a serious move in the standings
within the next two weeks.
Eastern's next four confer-

Betty Ralston. "'We need to
push strong and win these
two matches. Even though
(Youngstown and Cleveland)
are pretty much out of the
conference tournament~ we
ain't take them too lightl~
We want to come..on strong
and win both in three

enee opponents have a. 7-38
combined. ~ and two of
those opponenta will be
dropping by McAf'ee Gym

Staff WI1ter

The men's cross country team will traveling
to Valparaiso, Ind., this weekend to take part in
the their most important meet of the season,
the Mid-Continent Conference Championships.
Going in, the Panthers are ranked a close
second to the league favorite, WisconsonMilwaukee. Eastern head coach John
Mcinerney said he tapered the team's training
this past week in preparation for Saturday's
8,000-meter race, which will be held right on
Valparaiso's campus.
_
"We've backed off our training a little bit to
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11Continued on Page 7A

·Women's cross country readies
for conference 111eet at Valpo

thi$we,ekend.,
,
games.:" ,,
.
' The Lady Panthers will
.TJw Lady Panthers beat
take the tl.oor against up on the Penguins. in
Youngatown State Friday at Youngstown, Ohio on. Sept.
7 p.m. and Cleveland State 25* spanking them iii
· on Saturday at a~ speeial 4 straight games 15-8, 15-5,
p.m_.at'temoon sta:tj;ing tllne. 15-4. "Youngatown currently·
' With Valparaiso's .lf>.12, ,,, st.ands atl..S ill·the JCid-Oon
: is..10,a-10; 1&-slri~over an.d 7. 12 ovetall,~- IOst
the University of 1lliDoiS at· five of their Jatt·'· aeven _
Chicago on Tuesday, .· the....:matrihes and . · t.COJifer- ·
Lady Crusaders now·have·

get everyone rested up," said Mcinerney.
"Physically and mentally we're ready to to go,
the hay is in the barn."
Milwaukee, brand new to the conference this
year in other sports, actually became a cross
country member a year early and finished second in the 1992 championship, in which
Eastern placed third.
Milwaukee's Panthers have defeated every
team in the conference so far this season.
Despite a narrow three-point loss to Milwaukee
in early September, Eastern's team has· also
defeated the other five league schools so far this
season.

.._, . ,_

By JOHN COX
Staff WI1ter

A season's worth of prepartion comes down to less than
20 minutes of competition
Saturday in the Mid-Continent
Conference women's cross
country meet at Valparasio
University.
"I think they (the Lady
Panthers) are ready," Eastern
coach John Craft said. "We've
been prepping for this meet
since the beginning of the season. The girls know what is
involved and what is at stake."
Defending their 1992
wome n's
Mid-Continent

"Irma (Perez), Brooke
Conference Championship is
what is at stake for the Lady (Roberts) and Amy (Bersig) all
Panthers. Early rankings have need to run well," he said. "The
the University of Wisconsin at . other three girls, Carey
Milwaukee favored to take (Dunker), J.P. (Julie Perkins)
first place, with Eastern slated and Beth (Rudnicke), need to
for second and Western Illinois stay as close to the pack as
possible. They need to stay as
ranked third.
"Everytime we've gone close as they can to each other.
head-to-head with Western, The top five should try to be
they've barely beaten us each within a minute of each other."
time, so I don't know how they
Craft said that the mentalidid the ratings," Craft said. ty and the nerves of the run"We know that there is no easy ners is sure to make or break
the results of the race.
road to first or second."
"I hope (nerves) play for the
Keys to doing well on
Saturday are simple according other teams, but not ours,"
to Craft - everyone has to run Craft said. "We used to have
well.
•Continued on Page 7A
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Because of
the numb-skull
youth of today's
America and
their lackadaisical parents,
network programmers have
probably
yanked "The
.____ _ _ _ _ _____. Great PumpThe Great Pumpkin? kin" and thereby robbed the
so-called "Generation X-ers" from the
annual pleasure of keeping in touch with
their own happy youth by watching
Linus, with blanket eternally in hand, wait
for the Great Pumpkin.
Maybe today's youngsters and their
parents could gain something by watch-

owns Charles Schulz now, too), eagerly
watching for a "Great Pumpkin" promo.
We saw none.
What is wrong with this country that
we could be robbed of the one seasonal
"occurrence that would quench our thirst
for youthfulness this Halloween?
We at the Verge blame it on today's
inept youth ...:. youth who are too busy
watching that "Beaver and Butt-head"
and those "Adolescent Radioactive Tortoises" to appreciate the true classics.
We also put a good deal of blame on
the parents. Parents who are too busy
spending their welfare on Billy Ray Cyrus
tapes and booze or carousing with their
trailer court neighbors to spend some
quality time with their children who are
left to set fire to their homes and shoot
other children with their parents' guns.

Where the heck is "The Great Pumpkin?"
Years ago when we were merely little
Verge-ins (as opposed to the big Vergeins we are now), we expected two things
from Halloween: enough candy to fill the
Grand Cooley Dam and the annual television event that was the Peanuts' "The
Great Pumpkin."
But now that we're in college, and too
· old for · trick-or-treating; the only Halloween event that allows us to cling to
our childhood is "The, Great Pumpkin" and maybe some minor late-night vandalism.
So, just when the hell is this celebrated
1V program going to be on? All week,
we at the Verge have frantically scanned
through the major networks (and a few
select cable stations - maybe Ted Tumer

ing this program that we, as X-ers, haw
loved to gather with the family around
the 1V to watch each Halloween. Per·
haps the parents especially could learn
that unless they start to change and
accept some responsibility for their children 's learning process and actions we,
like Linus, could be waiting eagerly and
hopefully for something that will never
come.
But the question remains, where is
"The Great Pumpkin?" Has it been
yanked from the annual programming to
make room for something like the "Itchy
and Scratchy Halloween" special? Or
have we at the Verge simply missed the
commercials and are concerned about
today's youth and their parents for noth·
ing?
Maybe we should just buy a 1V Guide.
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for the axe and light, and to Kim Blair for opening the door to the legendary fourth floor.
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"Doors opened and shut violently by
mselves; blue glimmering lights were
en; claw like marks were found in
hes; lighted candles floated up the
lmney; a servant saw a great body
Ith two red glowing or glaring eyes
nding at the foot of his bed; the tellle phenomenon, however, was the
rds 'A Witch, A Witch' heard for at
t 100 times ... "
- The Encyclopedia of Ghosts and Spirits
The spirit of Halloween has been
d for centuries, dating the first pagan
ebration as far back as the seventh cento the Celtic people. To the Celts,
alloween was known as' Samhaim,
'ch marked the end of summer and the
· ing of the Celtic New Year. It was a
lar festival "identified" by sacred fire rituand was in honor of a year's harvest.
In ancient Ireland and Scotland, the
ids made sacrifices to the deities by
· g victims in wicker work cages. The
cyclopedia of Occultism and Parapsyology said, "All fires save those of the
ruids were extinguished from whose
only the holy fire must be purchased
households for a certain price."
The custom of extinguishing one's
me fire and relighting it from the festival
bonfire is still practiced today in Ireland
d Scotland. Sacrificial victims are excluded from the modem fire custom.
The eve of Samhaim was also thought
to be when the veil between the world's of

t

From Page lB
they chose to call Mary.
Maggie Kossman, former resident and president of Pemberton Hall, said that although she
believes in ghosts, she does riot
completely believe in Mary.
Even though she never witnessed any ghost-like activity,
Kossman said other residents
have told her about odd occurrences that has happened to
them.
"A couple of years ago in the
evening hour, some businessmen were coming over from
Old Main to see the fourth floor.
When they got up there, the
door somehow locked behind
them so they were trapped
(inside)," Kossman said. "A girl
was coming home and she saw
the men waving from one of the
windows and then she told the
desk clerk that some men were

the living and the dead was at its thinnest
point in the year, causing communication
between the living and the dead to be
much easier. This also made it possible for
the ·souls of the dead to roarn freely in the
land of the living.
Other religions believed that Samhaim
was time to waste away sin and weaknesses. The Pagans, whose believed strongly
in this, slaughtered weak animals before
the coming treacherous winter months.
The Encyclopedia of Magic and Superstition described another common ritual
that included an ivy leaf and water. Each
family member of one household would
put a marked leaf in a bowl of water over
night. The next morning, the person
whose leaf marking was changed to a coffin was believed to die within the year.
The celebration of both witches and
nee-pagans provided opportunities for creative expression through poetry, song and
·dance. Not all of the witches observed
Samhaim in the same manner, as some
witches celebrated the holiday in the nude
while others wore robes and gowns.
Many of the ancient Halloween customs were held in an effort to foresee the
identity of future marital partners. One ritual called for young women to place two
hazelnuts on the perimeter of a fire. Each
hazelnut was a representation of the
women's secret lovers. The hazelnut that
burned brighter as a result of the fire signified the man who she would wed.
Other practices would involve unwed
women to place their ear to the ground.
Whatever sound she heard would indicate

up in the fourth floor waving
frantically.
"The clerk didn't believe her
at first, but then she called an
RA to open the fourth floor.
The weird thing is that the door
can only be locked with a key
from the outside - it doesn't
lock automatically," she said.
Kossman said that if the
ghost did in fact exist, she would
be a good ghost.
"I have never experienced
anything myself, but I find it
comforting that she 'is here',"
she said.
Previous articles written
about the Pemberton ghost document other women claiming
they witnessed Mary walking
down the halls in a long, white
gown looking for safety pins,
having their doors locked or
unlocked while sleeping or in
the shower, seeing mysterious
footprints appear on the floor,

the occupation of her future husband. .
In Ireland, a man would sprinkle ashes
over a secluded path in the woods and
then wait and watch. The first woman to
pass by was destined to be his wife.
"Bobbing for apples," a game popular
today, was originally used as a method to
predict a future husband's name. A name
was marked on each water submerged
apple and each girl participating in the
game was blindfolded and her wrists were
tied together. The girl would dunk her
head in the water in an effort to grab the

apple using only her teeth.
"The . name on the apple that she
choose was the name of the man who
soon marry her.
Other Halloween customs have carried
on into modem day also. According to
American lore stated in the Encyclopedia
of Ghosts and Spirits, it was believed that
the jack-o'-lantem was a wandering soul
who was denied entry into both heaven
and hell. The lost spirit was said to wear
luminous garments, carry wisps of straw,
and scare away night travelers.
In Africa, the jack-o'-lantern is known
as "witch fire" and is believed to be the
witch flying through the air or a light sent
by the witch to frighten mischievous souls
away. Appearing in the form of light, the
witch penetrates a household by hovering
over the person's rooftop
Trick-or-treating is also custom whose
history lies in centuries before. Old Irish
peasants went door to door to collect food
and money to prepare for Samhaim festivities. This tradition has lead to modem day
trick or treating.
Halloween traditions have trickled down
century by century into our modem day
festivities. No longer do we feel we can
predict the identity of our future spouse
with a spoon full of lead or the seeds from
the hemp plant like our ancestors did centuries past. No longer do we genuinely
fear the ghosts, goblins, and ghouls that
were once believed to haunt towns and
cities.
It seems Halloween has lost the eerie,
yet magical feeling it once posessed.

and the sweeping sounds of the The only information about the
piano playing from the fourth brother was that he appeared in
Coles County Court in May of
floor.
These types of goings-on 1917.
There is more documentation
inspired a former writer of On
the Verge of the Weekend to to support the axe mur~er stol)l.
search for the truth about Mary. . A counselor by the-- name o'.f ·
According to research in the Mary Hawkins did live. in Pem- ,
Nov. 3, 1989, stor)f "Pember- berton HaWCluriOg i9".l:b"~il1d'•
ton prowler tales persist," pages 1917, and there was a death
were missing from Dec. 22, during those years in the hall.
However, other historical
1916 to Jan. 2, 1917 issues of
The Daily Eastern News - the documentation refutes the legtime period when the murder end and the idea of a ghost. A
girl who lived in Pemberton
allegedly took place.
The article stated that these back then did die from extreme
pages were to be in storage but illness, but it was at her home,
said Bridget Reeves, a graduate
could not be checked out.
Also in the article, Eastern student who has lived in Pemyearbooks dating from 1910 to berton for the last five years.
"There was no janitor in1917 - the time Mary resided in
volved, and the newspapers had
Charleston - were unavailable.
Finally, the story discovered to cut supplies during WWI, so
Hawkins did exist and had a there was never any information
younger brother named John to get," Reeves said. "Mary
who was a student at Eastern. Hawkins' husband died of a

heart attack in the counselor's
room, and Mary died of natural
causes years later.
"A lot of people hear noises
on the fourth floor because of
squirr~ls <;ll)~Lr?CC90Q$," _ R~eve~

said.
· - ·
.. Noj many people get the
'o ppt>rtunftidb· see-the fourth
floor where Mary's ghost allegedly resides. It has been closed
off for many decades because of
potential fire hazards and poor
building structure.
Funding for fourth-floor renovation ran out a few years after
Pemberton was built, leaving it
only half-complete and uninhabital. Also, fire codes state that
three exits must be provided for
every floor. The fourth only has
two.
How odd that the closure of
the fourth floor happened in
1917 - in approximate year of
Mary's murder.
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Film's favorite fright man . q?'IC"itf
lives on through his work Tonight:
NILS
Michael Jackson's best-selling album "Thriller."
Despite these non-film ventures, Price will
Bob Hope said Vincent Price "could do any- remain eternally famous for his popularity in horror
films - popularity which once
thing," although, thanks to his trademark
rich voice and menacing face, he sel-~Q~~-~
prompted a Houston
woman to ask Price to
dom played anything more than the
bite her neck, though
heavy or mad scientist in his more
Price had never
than 100 films.
played Dracula.
Although Price, who died
Although his
Monday at age 82 of lung cancareer
encomcer, was typecast throughout
passed more than
his career, he had faith in his
abilities and was always happy
100 films, Price
should be rememto spoof himself in such
bered for his
schlock films as "Dr. Goldfoot
groundbreaking
and the Bikini Machine" and, ~~[i~;j~;i
genre work on
"The Conqueror Worms." ~
Although he appeared
such films as
in his fair share of low~~ w~......
"House of Wax, "
"The Fly," "The
grade films, Price also had
Raven"
and
parts in such distinguished
"House on Hauntfilms as "The Ten Commandments" and "The
ed Hill."
Whales of August." DeIt is only just that
. spite his obvious versatility,
Price's last, and most
quietly touching, fea~rice s.aid in 1988 that he
ture film performance
never considered sticking to
strictly serious roles.
came under the direction of longtime Price
"I never felt that the
fanatic Tim Burton in
great parts were the only
Burton's "Edward Scisthings you should do," he
said. "That's a great missorhands." In the film,
Price plays a sympatake, because there are so
many interesting things
thetic mad scientist who
available."
creates a new life, but
And Price's interests
dies before he has a
were not concentrated
chance to finish his
greatest creation.
wholly on his scores of films;
But now the crypt is
his first interest, art, led to an
closed on the career of
extensive collection which
an actor who delighted in his own
began with an original Rembrandt
typecasting, and never asked for anything
sketch Price purchased for $37 in
more, despite his classical training and abilithe early 1930s. Price was also the
author of a gourmet cookbook that sold
ties.
"He could do a heavy, and he could do light
350,000 copies.
TV fans may remember Price's wit and knowl- comedy," Hope said of his longtime friend. "Not
edge from such shows as "Pantomime Quiz" and many like Vincent Price. Never was."
"Hollywood Squares," and for his Tt!ex bathroom
cleanser commercial in the mid-80s, while music
- The Associated Press contributed to this
fans will forever remember.Price's ghostly "rap" on report.
By STEVE LYSAKER

with
Speed Luxury

Saturday:
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WI Fragile Porcelain
Mice

Saturday
• Who Cares will perform
during Broadway Joe's costume party. 9 p .m. to 1 a.m.
• "Havers Holler WV," 8
p .m. Fine Arts Center.
• Fossil Dogs with Fragile
Porcelain Mice ·beginning at
19:30 at The Dungeon, 509
Van Buren.
• Epperson, Wescott &
Davis will perform at
Marty's, 1666 Fourth St.
• Llve DJ at Roe's.
• Sticky Wicket will play at
Ted's. $1 with coupon from
. 8-10 p.m.

Sunday
• Jester will perform during
Broadway Joe's costume
party. 9 p.m. to 1 a.m.

·~

A manager of a local campground offered its facilities to
scare Eastern students to death in
hopes of maybe saving a life.
Spring Haven Campground
manager Greg Miinch got together with two student organizations
to create "Fright Night," a haunted house which not only provided eerie entertainment, but funds
for charity as well.
Fright Night was set at the
campground by the Resident Hall
Association and Epsilon Sigma
Alpha Monday through Thursday. Proceeds from the house
went to the United Way and St.
Judes Children' Hospital, said
Andy Clem, chairman of the
haunted house committee.
"I've been involved with the
haunted house for five years and
enjoy doing it," Clem said. "The
United Way and St. Judes are
worthy charities to help out
whenever possible."
The RHA raised about $300
from last year's haunted house
for the United Way. About 96
percent of each dollar raised was
to be used within the Coles
County area.
Last year's haunted house
resembled an insane asylum in
the basement of Thomas Hall.

Fright Night was designed to portray an old farm widow who goes
on a killing spree in a barn.
Although the annual RHA
haunted house is usually held on
campus, Miinch offered Spring
Haven's facilities to the university
to host the charity event. The
campground allowed for a bigger
labor pool of voluntee·r s and
more diffusion of costs of the
event, Clem said.
Miinch said the haunted house
was only scheduled to take place
through Thursday because the
barn has been rented for a dance
and because a lot of people
make plans With family for HalJoween weekend.
Area co-sponsors provided a
shuttle to transport students to
the haunted house Wednesday
and Thursday night from Old
Main to Spring Haven which is
four miles east of Charleston.
The haunted house experienced a large turnout the first few
days and Miinch also said he
hopes to be involved again next
year.
Although the Jaycees group in
Charleston was unable to help
sponsor the haunted house, the
group participated in a haunted
hayride at Fo~ Ridge State Park,
said Wynette Walters, superintendent of recreation.
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Join us Friday at 4:00-Free Food&.. Fun
HOT BUFFET &.. SALAD BAR $5ll
ALL YOU CAN EAT - Large Selection
Lunch: Chicken Club $43
Dinner: Catfish Dinner $4ll
Ribeye Dinner $SS
Join Us For Karaoke 6:00pm
20 oz. Miller Lite&. Bud Lite $1s
Sat &. Sun: Ribeye Dinner $in

SUNDAY BRUNCH BUFFET
ALL YOU CAN EAT - Large Selection
$P toam -2pm
Sunday (Only): Mucho Nachos

Celebrate Halloween Night at 5tlx
Never a Cover
t 9 to enter: 21 to drink ID - drivers license

!WHAT'S COOKIN')

lliilffIilIIft!Jll•·
GREAT MEXICAN
FOOD.
• Sandwiches • Mexican Food
• Beer and Wine • Homemade Desserts
• Dinners
• Freshly Baked Muffins

rry Our 'Dai{y 'Breakfast Specials

funds to help less fortunate
By SHERYL IARSON

Happy Birthday

Doors: 10 p.m. Show 10:30 p.m.

Haunted
help
"!~ Campground brings fright,

Friday
• "American Tribute," 9
p .m . to 1 a .m. Broadway
Joe's, 1412 Broadway, Mattoon.
• "Havers Holler WV," 8
p.m. Doudna Fine Arts Center. $8 adults, $6 seniors
and youth, $4 EIU students.
• Nil 8 with Speed Luxury
beginning at 10:30 p.m. at
the Dungeon, 509 Van
Buren.
• Live DJ at Roe's, 410
Sixth St.
• Rhythm Pigz will perform
at· Ted's Warehouse, 102
Sixth St. $1 with coupon
fiom 8-10 p.m.

Bernard

7th and Madison
( 1 Block North of the Square)

345-7427

,,,~arty'sj 1

Friday Lunch: Italian Beef
Mozzarella w /fries $3.49
$3 Pitchers (Lite, GD)
ALL DAY &. NITE
4 O'Clock Club:
3 for $1 Burgers

•••Saturday Nlte•••
-
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HALLOWEEN PARTY BASH '·'
$100 prize to best costume
Lots of other prizes
to costume wearers!
$ t .25 Halloween Edition
Lite Bottles

"Let's have a ghoulish good time!"
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Some halloween :ftlms are worth staying home for
By STEVE LYSAKER

"The Broo.d. " While this early film by

For college students, Halloween
isn't much different than any regular
day - we're too old to trick or treat
but too young to have to distribute
candy to all the underage, costumed
beggars.
So what is there for college students to do this holiday weekend especially since Halloween is on
Sunday and the bars will be closed?
Well, beating up little kids and robbing them of their candy may provide a few hours of entertainment,
and there is always the traditional,
light-hearted vandalism of a city official's
home by way of toilet paper.
Those interested in more legal activities,
or simply quiet Halloween night at home
may want to use the holiday as an excuse
to head to the video store and check out
some good, scary movies. But horror
movies, like Halloween candy, come in a
variety of styles for a variety of tastes. The
following are the best in a number of categories and are guaranteed to provide an
evening full of frightful entertainment:

Best Movie Titled "Invasion of the
Body Snatchers"
"Invasion of the Body Snatchers"
(1956). This is the original, and still the
best, of the three films made with the
same name. This low-budget sci-fi/hbrror/thriller tells the tale of a small town
doctor who returns from a convention and
finds that most of the citizens of his home
town have been taken over by emotionless
clones grown from alien pods. Even today,
this film remains scary and truly disturbing.

Scariest Movie by David Cronenberg

the cult-favorite
director ("The
Fly (1986),"
"Scan,..._.~ne rs")
is n ' t
Cronenberg's best
work, it is one of his
most frightening. "The
Brood" also provides a
Cronenberg rarity in
that it relies on suspense, not gore, to get
its scares - at least until the
last 30 minutes.

Vampire Movie With the Best Vampire Perfonnance
"Nosferatu." Max Schreck, with his
skeletal build, Dr. Spock-like ears and
beady, rodent-like eyes, gives a vivid,
unparalleled vampire performance in this
1922 German silent film classic from
director F.W. Murnau. The film is further
enhanced with some remarkable special
effects that have stood the test of time.

Best Werewolf Movie With Painfulto-Watch Special Effects
"An American Werewolf in London."
John Landis, who has had more than his
share of flops over the years, struck gold
with this 1981 film by mixing humor, violence and agonizing werewolf transformations. Unlike most horror films, the transformation scenes in this film take place in
well-lit rooms, so the special effects crew
had to go out of its way to make such
shockingly realistic man-to-wolf changes.

Funniest Sci-Fi/Horror Movie By Ed
Wood Jr. That Is Not Trtled "Plan 9

From Outer Space"
"Bride of the Monster." Take the spe-

sorority house are the Christmas-season
victims of obscene phone calls from a
homicidal maniac living in their attic. It is
important to note that this darkly atmospheric thriller came before such rip-offs as
"When A Stranger Calls."

cial effects from "Plan 9," add a shamefully unrealistic rubber octopus and gratuitous
amounts of mad scientist cliches, and toss
in poor performances by horror master
Bela Lugosi and nobody actress Loretta
King, and you have a candidate for the
worst movie of all time. But like other
films by Wood, this movie is so bad that
it's good.

Best Parodic Throwback To The
Classic B-Movies
"Pirhana." Director Joe "The Howling" Dante and screenwriter John
Sayles teamed together for this hilarious, gag-filled parody of "Jaws" and the
killer-animal B-movies of the 1950s.
Also, check out "Pirhana Part Two: The
Spawning," an early film by Mr.
"Terminator" himself, James
Cameron.

Best Film Featuring A Naive Mia Farrow Character Not Directed By
Woody Allen
"Rosemary's Baby." Farrow
stars as a young, pregnant
wife whose husband forces
her unholy involvement with
a group of devil worshippers. Director Roman
Polanski builds toward the
horrifying climax slowly as
Farrow learns that her
seemingly normal friends ·
and neighbors are not what
they seem.

These above are obviously
not the only horror movies
worth watching, they are simply horror movies that many
may not have heard of, or are
films that time, .and some
viewers, have forgotten or overlooked.
There are plenty of
other horror movies available on video that are well
worth watching; films like "The
Howling," "Poltergeist," "The Dead "·
Zone," "Halloween," "The Texas Chainsaw Massacre," "Suspiria" and "Carnival
of Souls," to name just a few.
Halloween should also be a time to
enjoy the classics that have helPed to preserve holiday traditions and spawn new
tales of terror: "Dracula," "Frankenstein,"
"The Creature From the Black Lagoon,"
"The Phantom of the Opera," "House of
Wax," "The Body Snatcher," "The Wolf
Man" and "Night of the Living Dead."

Scariest Film With
A Big, Drooling,
Fearsome-Looking
Alien
"Alien." The bright, antiseptic look of
this cinematic masterpiece adds to the suspense when the crew of a cargo spaceship
find that they have an unwanted 'p assenger. This edge-of-your-seat futuristic
shocker is the best, not to mention scariest, of the "Aliens" trilogy.

Scariest Film With A Stranger Calling His Victims From Inside the
Same House
"Black Christmas." Members of a

What A Dealt

HALLOWEEN WEEKEND AT

THIRSTY'S

BIGGEST Q.B.'s IN TOWN!

LONGNECKS
- ..--$1 ·oo
22 oz BUD-BUD LT.
LONGNECKS
----$1 ·50

MIXER SPECIAL
KAMIKAZE
-75¢ SCREWDRIVER -$1 ·00

RUM-N-COKE
VODKA COLLINS
BLUE TAIL FLY

FUZZYNAVAL

SATURDAY ONLY
COSTUME CONTEST
FIRST PRIZE----- 75.00
2ND PRIZE------25.00

FREE HALLOWEEN STADIUM
CUPS TO EVERYONE!
17oz ONLY 75¢ TO FILL

UNIVERSITY THEATRE
~

PRE.SENTS
~
e HAVER'S HOLLER, WV e
an original musical
by

MARJORIE A. DUEHMIG
and

HENRY BUTLER

~

Tonight and Tomorrow at 8 p.m.
also
2 p.m. Sunday, October 31
on the Malnstage
Doudna Fine Arts Center
$8ADULTS ,
$6 SENIORS AND YOUTH
$4 EIU STUDENTS
CALL 581-3110 FOR TICKET
INFORMATION AND RESERVATIONS
The University Theater Ticket Office is open from 1 to 5 p.m.
Mon. thru Fri. and one hour before each performance.
Patrons with special needs are requested
to provide advance notification.

,..

YOU can be a_part of

"WARBLER

'94

Warbler Group Photos
Oct. 27-29

Warbler Individual Portraits
Oct. 27 - Nov. 5
Pictures to be taken in the Sullivan Room - 3rd Floor, University Union
Schedule an Appointment at the Daily Eastern News Business Office
Room 127, Buzzard Bldg. or Call 581-2812
·-

....

~····

"My Secretary"-Resumes, letters,
and papers. For appointment, call
345-6807 after 4 p.m.
----,------12/10
NOW YOU CAN SHIP UPS,
FEDERAL EXPRESS, U.S. MAIL,
SEND A FAX, GET MONEY
ORDERS, LAMINATE AND
MUCH MORE AT MAILBOXES
AND PARCEL DEPOT. CONVE·
NIENTLY LOCATED IN TOKENS,
UNIVERSITY VILLAGE. WE
HAVE BOXES AND PACKING
STUFF GALORE!

DAY HELP wanted at Charleston
Subway. Now accepting applications for immediate openings &
for next semester for DAY
SHIFTS. Perfect opportunity for
students with night classes or
light class load. Must be available
from 10:30 a.m. (9 a.m. is pre· ferred, but not essential) to 4:30
p.m. for 2-4 shifts a week including weekends. Be prepared to
give current class schedule and
next semester's class schedule.
When applying, apply in person
from 2-5 p.m. or 8-10 p.m. today
through Monday, November 1,
1993.

MAKE UP TO $100 AN HOUR!
EXCITING! UNBELIEVABLE!
GUARANTEED! CALL (708) 5456944, DEPT. 17
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/10
ACCEPTING applications in the
following areas due to program
expansion: Habilitation aides,
Housekeeping/Janitorial staff,
Activities staff, Dietary staff, and
supervisory positions at all levels.
Competitive salaries. Benefits
where applicable. Apply in person
at 738 18th St., 738 18th St.,
Chas., IL EOE.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12110
$287.50. Sell 50 hilarious college
T-shirts-profit $287 .50. 22
designs include alcohol, safe sex,
misc .. A risk-free program. Call
now for free catalog 1-800-3043309.
_ _ _ _ ca10/8,11,22,25,29;
A LASKA
EMPLOYMENT:
Students Needed! Earn up to
$2,500+/mo. in canneries or on
fishing vessels. Many employers
provided Room & Board &
Transportation. No experience
necessary. For more information
call: (206) 545-4155, ext. A5738.
_ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ 10/29
FREE TRIPS AND MONEY!!
Individuals
and
Student
Organizations wanted to promote
the Hottest Spring Break
Destinations, call the nation's

------~--1111

87 Ford Escort, dk. blue, new
parts, 4 doors, exc. condition,
$2000 OBO, 581-2598.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/29
LOST: THIN GOLD BRACELET
ON OR AROUND CAMPUS!
VERY IMPORTANT! REWARD.
345-4243.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/29
Lost: Tan jacket left in Coleman
Hall in classroom 101. Please call
Vicky 345-4517.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/1
Lost: Hot pink spiral & navy blue
bind. If found, please bring to
Buzzard Building, Rm. 127.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/2
Lost: Black rimmed, far-sighted
glasses. Lost around the Union.
Please call Leah at 581-5060
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/2

I

-.

WE ARE A YOUNG AND CAR1NG COUPLE WHO WANT
NOTHING MORE THAN TO BE
PARENTS. WE CAN OFFER SO
MUCH TO A CHILD IF GIVEN
THE CHANCE. A LOVING
HOME, EAGER GRANDPARENTS, SECURITY AND A
BRIGHT FUTURE. IF ADOPTION IS A THOUGHT FOR YOU,
PLEASE CALL MIM AND
RANDY. 1-800-451-4573.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1111

P.M.
WTW0-2
WCIA-3
6:00 News
News ·
Entmt. Tonight
6:30 Inside Edttion
7:00 Against the Grain Diagnosis Murder
7:30
8:00 Movie: The Return Bob
Family Album
8:30 of Ironside
9:00
Picket Fences
9:30
News
10:00 News ·
M'A"S'H
10:30 Tonight

Dorm-size refrigerators for rent.
Carlyle Rentals, 820 L.:incoln St.
348-7746. 9-5.
_ _ _ __ __ _ 1v10
2 bedroom apartment for .two to
four people. Furnished, heat paid.
Available
immediately.
Lincolnwood
Pinetree
Apartments. 345-6000.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12/10
Room for Rent: $170 a month, all
IBO.~
utilities included, except long distant phone calls. Very close to 11iliili22222222222f&ili222Jllll
campus. Call 345-4575. If no
SWEET TREAT BALLOON BOone's home, leave a message.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/2
K'S FOR HALLOWEEN. UP UP
& AWAY, 1503 7TH, 345-9462.
Furnished 4 br. house needs 1
_ _- _ca10/18,20,22,25,27,29
more female. Own room.
GAM
pledges,
Available Jan . 1st. 1530 2nd - ALPHA
Congratulations on going "active"
Street. 345-1160 leave message
on Saturday. Thanks for all the
or 345-2564.
great times during pledging. Let's
remember to "maintain a level of
decorum" (HB) this weekend!
Love in Alpha Garn, Tonya &
Tracy
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/29
For sale: 1 bedroom mobile
DELT Phi-Esta bowl players: Fire
home, $2000.00 OBO. Affordable
up for Phi-Esta bowl. We know
and a good investment. Call 348you'll do awesome. Your A-Phi
0405, M-F between 7 p.m. - 9
coaches, Randee and April.
p.m. Weekends, 8 a.m. - 9 p.m.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/29
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/2

. .
1

ALPHA KAPPA ALPHA will hold sign-ups for the Oct. 11 Masculine
Male Contest at Nov. 3 in Coleman Hall. All interested men can contact
Patricia McClure at 581-2744.
LGBAU'S FREE MOVIE Day will be from 2-5 p.m. in the Booth Library
Lecture Hall. This Halloween movie day will feature outrageous animation festival and killer klowns from outerspace. All are welcome.
HISTORY CLUB YEARBOOK pictures will be today at 3 p.m. in ftont of
the Martin Luther King Jr.University Union Bookstore.
·
NSSLHA SOCIAL WILL be today from 4:30-6:30 p.m. at Jerry's Pizza
and Pub.
ILLINOIS STATE MUSIC Teachers Association will hold a bake sale
today from 8 a.m.-4 p.m. in the Fine Arts Lobby.
FELLOWSHIP OF CHRISTIAN Athletes Halloween meeting will be at 5
p.m. Oct. 31 at the back stairs of Lantz Gym. Everyone welcome.
'
WESLEY FOUNDATION CAFE' Tone' will be open from 8 p.m. to midnight Oct. 30 at 202 Fourth St.
WESLEY FOUNDATION STUDENT Center will hold Sunday Supper at
5 p.m. Oct. 31 at 2202 Fourth St. Please come to the Foundation and
sign up or call your name in by Friday at348-8191.
WESLEY FOUNDATION STUDENT Center Lighthouse will be open
from 9 p.m.-1 a.m. Oct. 29 in the basement of the Wesley Foundation
at 2202 Fourth St.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER will have free movies tonight at 7:30
p.m. at the Newman Center. tonight's movies will be Bennie and Joon
and a surprise scary feature.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER will hold Night Prayer at 9:30 p.m. Oct.
31 at the Newman Center at:Ninth Street and Lincoln Avenue.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER will hold an RCIA meeting at 8 p.m.
Oct. 31 at the Newman Center.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER will hold Mass at 11 a.m. and 4:30
p.m. Oct. 31 in the Coleman Hall Auditorium.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER will have raking leaves weekends. Call
Tracy at 581-6758 if anyone is interested in having their yards rakes.
Please Note: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY for any
NON-PROFIT event, i.e. bake sales or raffles. All Clips should be submitted
to The Daily Eastern News office by NOON one business day before the
date of the event. Example: any event scheduled for Thursday should be
submitted as a Campus Clip by noon Wednesday. (Thursday is the deadline
for Friday, Saturday or Sunday event.) Clips submitted after deadllnt
WILL NOT be published. No clips will be taken by phone. Any Clip that Is
illegible or contains conflicting information will not be published.
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News
Cops

SportsCenter
Outside the Lines

Major Dad
Wings

Designing Women
Jeffersons

MacNeil, Lehrer

Unsolved
Mysteries

Roseanne
Cheers

Mac& Mutley
Pet Connection

Ghost Writer

Andy Griffith
Bev. Hillbillies

Family Matters
Boy Meets World

NHL Hockey

Murder She
Wrote

Movie: The Killer
Inside Me

Washington Week
Wall Street Week

LA. Law

Adventures of Brisco
County Jr.

Wildlife
Profiles of Nature

Little House

Movie: In the
Heat of the Night

Movie: Sea
of Love

David Frost

Movie:
Lovesick

X-files

Fields of Armor
Firepower

Bonanza

News

Star Trek: The
Next Generation

Submarines

News
EIU Connection

Chevy Chase

Wildlife
Profiles of Nature

Sneak Previews
Movie:

Step by Step
Mr. Cooper

Cuban Missile Crisis

20/20

News
Married ...

Sports Center

Night Court
Uptown Comedy

Movie
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P.M.
WTW0-2
6:00 I Witness Video
6:30
7:00 SeaQuest DSV
7:30
8:00 Movie: One
8:30 Good Cop
9:00
9:30
10:00 News
10:30 Night Court

HEY ALPHA GAM PLEDGES:
YOU ARE ALMOST THERE.
YOU ARE DOING GREAT, JUST
ONE MORE DAY AND YOU'LL
BE ACTIVES. HAVE A BLAST
SATURDAY AND KEEP UP THE
GREAT WORK. LOVE, WILLY.
---------10/29
Student Senate Elections,
November 10, 1993: Remember
to VOTE!
---------,-,_11/10
MAILBOXES AND PARCEL
DEPOT NOW OPEi\( iN TOKENS
FOR
UPS
SHIPPINGOVERNIGHT AIR-SEND OR
RECEIVE A FAX-CHECK CASHMADE-MONEY
1NG-KEYS
ORDERS. ALL KINDS OF PACKING SUPPLIES AND BOXES OF
ALL SIZES, WE CAN EVEN
PACK YOUR STUFF FOR SHIPMENT. WATCH FOR OUR
GRAND OPENING; LOCATED IN
TOKENS, UNIVERSITY VILLAGE.
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Being Served?
Movie

WCIA-3

WAND-7, 17

ESPN-24

USA-26

News
M'A'S'H

News
Fortune Hunt

Scoreboard
College Football:

Case Closed

Dr. Quinn
Medicine Woman

Movie: Double,
Double, Toil . . .

W. Virginia at
Syracuse

Movie: Halloween II

Unsolved
Mysteries
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. WGN-16, 9C

WILL-12

LIFE-38

Fox-8, 55

DISC-33

WEIU-9, 51

TBS-18

Rich & Famous
Designing Women

Lawrence Welk

Movie in
Progress

Roseanne
Night Court

Mac&Mutley
lncred. Animals

Ascent of Man

WCW Wrestling

Movie: Street
of Dreams

Austin City
Limits

Movie: Cujo

Cops

Spirits of the
Rainforest

New Country Video
Eastern Ill.

Movie: Kenny
Rogers as the

Movie: Spellbound

Gambler, the
Adventure Cont.

Hartsofthe
West

Front Page

Movie:Twice
Told Tale

Walker,
Texas Ranger

Paula Poundstone

News '
Current Affair

Movie: The
Organization
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P.M.
WTW0-2
6:00 News
6:30 Hoosier Million.
7:00 TV Censored
7: 30 Bloopers
8:00 EmptyNest
8: 30 Nurses
9:00 Sisters
9:30
1 0: 00 News
1 O: 30 Sat. Night Live

---------=-12/10
HELLO
DOLLY
featuring
antiques, unique vintage clothing,
collectables & jewelry. 714
Monroe. Open TWA, 10-5 & FS
12-7.
._ _ _ _ _.ca10/1,8,15,22,29
Costumes: Adult rentals, child
sales. Broadway Bazaare, 2354844.

--·-1

~~~1 •1
·
Wanted: Individuals wanting to
participate in a campus organization,
The
Communication
Committee of the University
Board would help with the
Eventsful calendars, Panthers
pages, and flyers. Please call
581-5117 or 581-8035 if interested in the committee.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/1
Need Hotel Room for Parents
Weekend. Extra reservations. $$
Please call Tracy 348-1557.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/3

COSTUME RENTAL! HUGE
ADULT SELECTION! REASONABLE RATES. 12 NOON-9 P.M.
THIS WEEK. 310 MADISON,
CHARLESTON. 345-2617.
_ _ _ _ _ _ca10/4-7, 11-29
SCHOLARSHIP MONEY AVAILABLE!
$6.6
BILLION
UNCLAIMED LAST YEAR!
Recorded message gives details.
345-2629, ext. 112.

Lost: Keys Saturday afternoon in
front of Old Main. Please tum in
at BB 127.
--------,,...,,..10/29
LOST: Sony 8 mm VIDEO CAM
on October 24th (Sunday) at 5:00
p.m. If found please call 5816858. REWARD.
- - - - - - - - _ , _ - 1 1 /2
Lost: MEN GLASS: Blue-grey
color. Left in room 208 Physical
Science Building. Pick up in room
223 Physic Office.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/1
Lost: Orange folder outside room
309 in Old Main. If found, please
call 348-7860.

Male or Female sublessor needed for Spring. Very close to campus. Call 345-6566.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/29
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1111
One sublessor needed for Spring
Waitresses, bartenders & cooks:
of '94. $175.00 per month plus
Bonkers Pub-n-Grub, 3020
utilities, own room, located on 9th
Lakeland Blvd., Mattoon. Apply
Street near campus. 348-5842.
10 a.m. - 12 noon or 3 p.m. - 5 · . , - - - - - - - - - - 1 1 / 5
p.m.
Great 1 brm. apart. uptown.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/3
Available Spring Sem. Rent. neg.
Part-time deliverer. Must work
Call 345-3304 any time. Leave
TR, 8-5, Sat., 8-3. We will work
message.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/29
with schedule MWF. Heavy lifting.
Schedule same 1st & 2nd · SUBLESSOR NEEDED FOR
semester. Apply in person Witmer
SPRING '94. ONE BEDROOM,
Furniture, 1400 Lincoln Avenue.
CLOSE TO CAMPUS. CALL 34811/3
0370.
T_R_A_V_E_L_S~A-L~E~S-!~S~U_N_C~HASE
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/29
SKI & BEACH BREAKS IS
Sublessor needed for furnished,
ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS
one bedroom apt. spring
FOR SPRING BREAK CAMPUS
semester, 2 blocks from the
REPS. EARN TOP $$$ AND
square. Call 348-0385:
FREE TRIPS. 1-800-SUNCHASE.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/1

J.n_ter-CarnRU!j .,i;'.i:oflr~m,:i ~iilllllllll
IDDPDDll

leader.
1-800'327-601·3-. ' --: r: :,~ - - ' :-:
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/29
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING:
Earn up to $2,000+/month +
world travel (Hawaii, Mexico, the
Caribbean, etc.). Summer and
Career Employment available. No
experience necessary. For more
information call 1-206-634-0468
ext. C5738.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/12
HELP WANTED: GYMNASTICS
and TUMBLING INSTRUCTOR
and BOYS TEAM COACH. Call
235-1080 or 752-6706
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/5

4 Bill Cosby tickets for 6:30 show.
Call Liz 348-1557.

2 DOGS, 1 CAT, AND 3
FEMALES ARE LOOKING FOR
1 OR 2 FEMALE ROOMMATES
ASAP. 345-6817.
---.,,.------10/29
Wanted: Roommate, non-smoking female for Spring semester
'94. 345-7158.

News
College Football

Silk Stalkings

News
Highway Patrol

Arizona at UCLA

Movie: Friday 13th
Part Ill

Night Court
Movie

Mulberry
Red Dwarf

,

Hidden Room

Kung Fu: The
Legend Continues

Justice Files

Unsolved
Mysteries

Rocky Horror

Spriti of the
Rainforest

Movie: The
Wild Heart

WCIA-3

WAND-7, 17

ESPN-24

USA-26

WGN-16, 9C

WILL-12

LIFE-38

Fox-8, 55

DISC-33

WEIU-9, 51

TBS-18

60 Minutes

Funniest Videos
Funniest People

NFL Primetime

Movie: The
Cover Girl Murders

Kojak

Ghostwriter

Movie in progress

Townsend TV

Horror of it All

Mclaughlin
Mclaughlin Group

Movie: Perry
Mason

Murder, She Wrote

Lois& Clark

Senior Gott

Movie: Terror
in the Wax Museum

Nature

Movie: 83 Hours
'Iii Dawn

Simpsons
Simpsons

Mystery of
the Full Moon

Bix Jazz Festival
Best of Nighttimes

Movie: No Child
of Mine

Movie: Columbo,
It's Ali in the Game

Simpsons
Simpsons

Beyond Bizzare

Cousteau: Odyssey

Is Anybody There? Growing Old in a
New Age

News
Entmt. Tonight

News
Moon over Miami

Case Closed

SportsCenter

Masterpiece Theatre

Silk Stalkings

News
Replay

All Creatures

Thirtysomething

Star Trek:
Next Generation

Silk Stalkings

Night Court
TBA

May/December
Mystery!

Comm. Prog.

Untouchables
lnvasion... Mars

Playhouse
Drama Classics

Nat'I Geographic
Explorer

Network Earth
Comm. Prog.

DON'T FORGET JUST SPENCE'S,
1148 6TH ST. FOR GREAT GO'S
AND 70'S CLOTHES FOR HALLOWEEN!!! OPEN MONDAY THAU
SATURDAY 2-? 345-1469.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/29
The voodoo lady has put a hex on
"JAMAICAN TAN" to give you that
island tan now for Halloween. But
you must buy these tans before Fri.,
Oct. 29th or remain pale forever. 15
Tans, $40.00. 348-0018, 4107 7th
St.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/29
CO-ED NAKED SPORTSWEAR
AND TOKENS ANNOUNCE THEIR
FIRST EVER CO-ED CONTEST.
COME UP WITH A JINGLE FOR !4.
CO-ED T-SHIRT AND WIN. ENTER
AT TOKENS. NO PURCHASE NECESSARY.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10129

Jolynn, Hope you had fun during
your Red Rose Week. You are doing
an awesome job. Keep it up! We are
so proud of you, we will go celebrate
next week! Phi Sig/Lambda Chi love,
Tracy&Dan
-,-----'-----1~29
ASTs AND FORMAL DATES: Get
ready for a fun-filled weekend in
Chicago. It will be unforgettable!
- - - - ,_ _ _ _ _ _
1~29

ATTENTION GROUPS WHO PARTICl PATED IN HOMECOMING!
Parade and window painting deposit
checks can be picked up in Room
201 University Union between 8121204:30 p.m., M-F.
.,....---------11~
Jenny Kohl: My #1 Lil' sis: congrats
on I-week! You'll be an awesome
active. A-Phi luv. Randee
CRISTI KELMAN: Congrats on 1week. I'm so proud of you. You'll
make an awesome active. A-Phi luv,
April.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10129
LENNY R. and TIM W.: Looking forward to Epsilon Sigma Alpha
Barndance on Sat. Can't wait. JESSIKA and SARAH
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10129

LIZ ADAMS and TOM BIEWALD:
Hey Lambda lovers...thanks for feeding your kid some real food. You two
are the best! Love, Cindy

Rachel Schaumburg, Good luck this
week. I'm thinking about you. Love,
your Sigma Chi dad (JW)
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10129

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/29

BOO! THE SIGMA Pl/ALPHA
GAMMA DELTA HAUNTED HUT
WILL SCARE YOU! WEDNESDAY
THAU SATURDAY. 7:00 P.M. TO
10:00 P.M. AT THE HUT, 6TH &
HARRISON.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/29

ALOHA TAN: 10 TANS FOR $25.00.

CALL 345-4386.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1119
THIS IS ILUNOIS "CO-ED NAKED"
AWARENESS WEEK. TOKENS
HAS THE COMPLETE LINE OF
CO-ED
NAKED
CLOTHES.
INCLUDING HATS, T-SHIRTS,
SWEATS, AND SHORTS. ENTER
THE CO-ED CONTEST THIS
WEEK
=o-,..,,-,-,,--,,.,...,..,.,.,...,--,--,--..,,.,.~~10/29
TIME IS RUNNING OUT! SCHEDULE YOUR WARBLER INDIVIDUAL
PORTRAIT TODAY! PHOTOGRAPHER HERE ONLY UNTIL FRIDAY,
NOV. 5TH. STOP BY STUDENT
PUBLICATIONS, 127 BB, TO
SCHEDULE AN APPOINTMENT
OR JUST GO ON UP TO THE SULLIVAN ROOM, 3RD FLOOR, UNIV.
UNION, BETWEEN 9 A.M. & 5 P.M.
.
11/5
FREE Halloween Movie Day! This
Saturday, Oct. 30 at 2:00 in Library
Lecture Hall. Showing "The
Outrageous Animation Festivar and
"Killer Klowns from Outer Space"!
Sponsored by The LG.BAU.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/29

KRISTA BEDINGER of ALPHA
GAMMA DELTA: Thanks for helping
me thru pledging. You're the best
mom ever! Alpha Garn love, Tonya
~----..,...,.-..,.---..,.--10/29
Tami Lancman, You're the best mom
8119r! Thanks for everything! ALPHA
GAM LOVE, Tracy
__,,,...,....,,~_,,,,.-----..,,,-10/29
KATY BURKE: Happy 21st Birthday!
Love, Your roomies.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/29
Do you want to buy 6 old women?
Some what? 6 old women. Will they
being going out on Saturday night?
OF course they'll be going out on
Sat. nite. -K & J

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1(}'29

JEN BALSTER: I-Week is oven Wfl/
to go kiddo! Love, Lauren. P.S. Just
chill on Saturday.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/29

LAST MINUTE HALLOWEEN COSTIJME IDEAS...TRY CO-ED NAKED
CLOTHES,
AVAILABLE
AT
TOKENS...THEY'RE FRIGHTFULLY
POPULAR!

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11Y29

Neilie Schyvincht: You're almost
there! Couldn't be prouder of my
kiddo! Alpha Garn luv and mine,
Courtney

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11Y29

ALEXIS: Thanks for al )"OU've done
for me, especially through I-Weeki
You've been a great friend and mom!
I kMI you, Christine

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11Y29

Debbie Clark: You are the best! Sig
Kap kMI, Pattie
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11Y29
TO THE LADIES OF ALPHA
GAMMA DELTA: I HOPE YOU
HAV. IA GREAT..J:IALLOWEEN
THIS WEEKEND. LOVE YA ALL,
WILLY

___________1(}'29
WEASEL JR: Good luck. Your Mom
& Dad kMI you!

10l29

H~O~U7
S~IN~G==--~F~E7
S~~----,T~U~E~SDAY

NOVEMBER 2ND: UNIVERSITY
BALLROOM, LOCAL REALTY

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1112

EMILY O'LEARY: You're almost
there! I know you'll make an awesome
actiw! A-Phi kMI, Kim
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10l29

Phi Sig new members: You are only
days away from getting everything
you have been working for! Aim
High! We can't wait until you are all
our SISTERS! Love, the Actives
=--=-,..,-.,,..,.------1~29
The Phi Sig new member class
thanks Paula Kubarek for being the
most helpful active! Phi Sig love, the
Sigma class.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1W29
Melissa Loggie: Thanks for an AWESOME mom's night. You're the best!
This year is going to be great! I can't
wait! DZ love, Your kiddo, Jen
Hankenson
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/29

.,...,.--,--,----...,.---10/29

SEND A WITCH, SPOOK, OR
DRACULA BALLOON BO-K SPECIAL, $10.00. UP UP & AWAY, 1503
7TH, 345-9462.
--,----10/18,20,22,25,27,29
Phi Sigma Sigma: Congratulations
on the awards you received. Keep
up the good work. Love, the Ladies
of Tri-Sigma.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/29

TO MY SIG KAP SISTERS: Thanks
for all of your dedication this past
week to make it special for our
pledges. That is what Sigma Kappa
is all about! Sig Kap love, Jenny
.,.,.,..-=...,..,......,....,--..,.--..,.--..,.--10/29
JULIE HARLAN: I will always be
your mom. Love Jen
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1~29
Alpha Phis, I'm looking forward to
seeing everyone Saturday at the
function in your costumes! Won't be
too hard to pick me out, see ya
there. Love Jonesy
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/29

Sigma Chi: Thank you very much for
the beautiful white roses! Love, the
Ladies of Tri-Sigma.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1(}'29

JON: When you're cool, you don't
have to go trick-or-treating ... the
candy comes to you! Luv, Cindy
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10129

BRIAN, RICH, SCOTT, MARC and
CRAIG: I've had a blast so far this
semester! You guys are the BEST!!!
Love, Tricia
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/29
Holly, He loves me more I got a toilet
brush! Love your suitemate
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/29
Josie Moore: Congratulations on
going ACTIVE! Your mom is so very
proud of you. Have fun tonight! Love,
Mom
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/29
Angie Betourney: You are the
WOMAN! 21 years old-hey you're
good like that. Get ready for a saweet birthday. Count on at least
EIGHT shots. Happy birthday girlie!
Love, Laura
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/29
BRIDGET BARTHOLOMEW: You're
almost active! Get ready for
Saturday night! Alpha Phi love,
NICOLE
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/29
ALPHA SIGMA TAUS: IT HAS
BEEN AN HONOR TO BE YOUR
SWEETHEART FOR THE PAST
TWO YEARS! LET'S HAVE A
GREAT TIME IN CHICAGO THIS
WEEKEND. LOVE, TOM.
_________

Jenni Jiewell: congrats on I-Week!
You're almost there. You will make a
wonderful Alpha Phi Active. Love Ellen

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/29

Sunday Brunch at Stix Banquet
Facility-10 a.m. to 2 p.m. All you
can eat, large selection. Bring this
ad for $1.00 discount.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/29

..

"THE GRAVEYARD" HAUNTED
OUTDOOR WALK, OCT. 29, 30, &
31. 9 P.M. - MIDNIGHT. 2 MILES
EAST OF CHARLESTON. TAKE
RT
16 EAST TO
EAST
HARRISON ST. RD., TURN
RIGHT & FOLLOW SIGNS.
ADMISSION $2.00. .
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/29

~,..---~"T

II£._I..-.I.... o~r EE2'!

R.I.P.
PRINCESS:

DELTA CHI:
Have a happy
Halloween and
try to stay away
from Abandoned
buildings!
-Emily

,Werewolf in me,
Vampire in you,
Dont' get scared,
I Love You!

1~

Calvin and Hobbes

by Bill Watterson
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SIGMA KAPPA PLEDGES: We are
so proud of you! You have all pulled
together so much this week!
Welcome to our sisterhood! Sig Kap
love, Jenny & Joalice

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/29

HARDY-PARDY-POOP: Green,
Green, Green...We ALL have it on!
Love, the SIX-PACK

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/29

DELTA ZETAs, SIGMA PHI
EPSILON: Let's get spooked out
tonight SIGMA CHls
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/29
Peggy McCarthy: Congrats on 1Weekl You're an awesome daughter!
Love Stephanie & Jose

Doonesbury

BY GARRY TRUDEAU

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/29

JOALICE OARD: I couldn't have
made it this week without you! I really enjoyed working so closely with
my daughter! Sig Kap love, Jenny

/JIJMslER.

mcwe

70f,/)HJM.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/29

\

KERRY KNOWLES: Congrats on 1Week! Just wait until Saturday. Love,
your AGO MOM, NIKI

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/29

JENI SCHMITZ: I couldn't have
asked for a better mom! Thank you
for everything! DZ love and mine,
Kathy
_________
1~

ANGIE BETOURNEY: Happy 21st
Birthday, girlfriend! Be ready for
tomorrow! Love,, your little sis,
Courtney

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/29

A-Phis and Dells: Pre-Party at
TWEETY's before our Halloween
Fi.rdion! 1514 2nd St. GET EXCITED!
_________

Fillsthe
positions
., Fighting man
11Auto
adjustment
1• Kaleidoscope
opening
17 Subdivision of
"The Raven"
1eWoundoff
1• Act the rat
21 Black bird of
puzzledom
22 Orange, lemon
and lime
IS Self
puller-upper
ncontained
ao Phone-dial trio
31 Boooryoo
follower
1

1~

ALPHA PHls and DELTS AT PANTHERS FOR HALLOWEEN. ARE
YOU SERIOUS? COULD GET A
LITTLE BIT SILLY! WE'RE NOT
AFRAID, ARE YOU? THE DELTS
_________
1~

Jen James, thank you so much for
everything! You are truly the best
mom ever. I love you dearly! DZ
love, Courtney

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1(}'29

ANGIE B. IS FINALLY 211 Hey there
tough guy! I hope Sat. night is
gooood time! You better make it to
our aftertlars! Love ya Shaggy

=-=:-=--~=--o--=c-,..,-1(}'29

DELTA ZETA, SIGMA PHI
EPSILON: Lefs have a blast at the
HaAoween function. SIGMA CHls
--.,----,----~1(}'29
Lori Giradini: Congrats on I-Week.
Your an awesome kid. Love, Marcy

&Jerry
____....,,.,________1(}'29
To the Pink Ladies of Delta Tau
Delta: Get ready for some of our
Summer Lovin! Love the T-birds of
_____________
11Y29
Alpha
Phi

ALPHA PHI SOCCER TEAM: I HAD
A GREAT TIME AS YOUR COACH.
YOU WERE THE BEST IN MY

BOOKlMAGAN
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11Y29
Terri and Jell: Thanks a bunch! You
two did a fabulous job for my
scence! 1iacy
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10l29

Steve Hardy., Homecoming was a
blast! Barndance will be 8ll9n bettet1
Thank you very, very much. You are
the
BEST!!!
__
_ _ _ _ _ _ _1ot2S;
Phi Sig New Members: Fire up fo":
Barndance on Sat.! Love, The

Actives
_________

1~

32 Top performer ·
33 Convy or Parks
3' Help reach a
high
37 Salutation tor
later?
4t Cultured bauble
42 Slaughter of
diamonds
a Caries's aunt
44 Thumbs-up
sign using other
fingers
41 Make a face
... ·Jeopardy" ans.
47 Simon Bolivar,
e.g.
st Persnickety
UChapterin
history
N Menotti's " - Goes to the Ball"

ss Conventioneer,
perhaps
58 Rust formations

u Pick a number
from-Mlthas its
convention
UMostwimpy
•Think the world
of

DOWN

t They cross
aves .
2 Palindromic
ruler
3 Actress Alicia
4Parried
• Detonators
a Bath and Baden
7 Prod for now?
e Literary
patchwork
• Kind of vehicle
or room
.........--.-~....-...--....... 10 Persian Gulf
address in 1991
n Alone, to Ovid
u Key letter
nExactly
t2 Kind of bear or
cap
30 Make a boxer
eel better?
t3 "Maria--,"
1933song
33 Hole maker
t4 Use the ladle
u Ballerina togs
again
a cat Nation
IO Siskel's cohort
tribesmen
a Melt the Ice
38 Projecting edge
n Short summary
14 French student nGetusedto
•"--comes on 40Just like ABC
48 Pleasantly
little cat feet
old-fashioned
... ·:Sandburg

47 Pretended
48 Papas of the

screen
... cotton pacRif
IO Poets Nahum
and Allen
at Tough spots
S4 Theater section

•Airport abbr.
IT"Letme-praythee ... ":
ElLA:18
A Had a little lamb
eoPoorgrade
a1 First fruit picker
•"Cheers"
character

·
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FALL 1993 COMMENCEMENT
and instructions, as well as take
messages.
Fall 1993 Commencement will
be held in Lantz Gymnasium at 2
p.m. on Sunday, December 12.
Char Anderson
Rehea~al will be at 2 p.m. on FriActing Commencement Coordinator
·
day, December 10, in Lantz Fieldhouse.
An informational "CommenceFALL REGISTRATION BILLS
ment Guide" along with cap/gown
Fall registration tuition/fee bills
ordering instructions will be sent
were mailed earlier this month. If
to graduation candidates at their
you received a deferment during
permanent addresses prior to
registration, or had a partial
October 23. The deadline for mail
scholarship, you should have
order of caps and gowns will be
received a bill. If you did not
Qil November 12. The "Guide"
receive a bill, please contact the
should be saved for later referRegistration Office immediately to
ence. Extra copies are available
verify your address and billing
status. Your tuition bill was
for students, faculty or staff.
mailed to your local address
All faculty are urged to participate in the ceremony . Those
unless you notified us at the
needing to rent regalia should
beginning of the semester to mail
contact the Commencement
it to a different address.
Office by noon, November 12.
The Commencement Office is · Michael D. Taylor, Director
Registration
on the second floor of
Linder/Alumni House (1544
Fourth Street, 581-6892). If your
PERKINS/NDSL BORROWERS
call cannot be answered, the
If you are graduating or do not
plan to be at least a half-time·stuanswering machine will give various Commencement information
dent at EIU next semester, it is

mandatory to complete an exit
interview. Failure to do so will
result in a COMPLETE HOLD
being placed on your university
record.
Interviews will be held in the
Collection Office, South side of
Old Main, Cashier's entrance, on
November 15, and November 16,
1993.
YOU MUST SCHEDULE
YOUR APPOINTMENT. This can
be done by contacting the Collection Office at217-581-3715.

marked); call 581-6220 for information.

Frances Harris
Collection Specialist IV

Shirley A. Stewart, Director
Career Planning and Placement
Center

MOCK LSAT NOV 10
Those wishing to prepare for
the DEC. 4 LSAT, can register for
the NOV. 10 MOCK LSAT EXAM.
It will be given at 4:00 PM ; for
information and registration forms
please call these numbers:
581-5675, 581-8060, or 5816220. The deadline for applications is FRI., NOV. 5.
The deadline for registering for
DEC. 4 test is NOV. 2 (post-

Peter R. Leigh
Pre-Law Adviser
SEMINARS
November 3: The Teaching
Interview, Charleston/Mattoon
Rooms, 7:00 p.m. - 7:50 p.m.
November 4: How to Secure
Federal
Employment,
Charleston/Mattoon Rooms, 1:30
p.m. - 2:20 p.m.

SPRING 1994 STUDENT
TEACHER MEETING
Placement information for individuals who have applied to student teach in the spring of 1994
will be distributed during a general meeting to be held in Buzzard
Auditorium on Wednesday,
November 10, 1993, at 3:00.
This meeting· is specifically
meant for students in the Early

Be sure to call in on the TouchChildhood, Elementary, and
Tone System at least 15 minutes
Junior High School certification
before closing time.
programs as well as those in
Special Education. DO NOT
ATTEND if you have specified the
Michael D. Taylor, Director
Registration
Chicago area as your primary
teaching location. DO NOT
WRITING EXAM
ATTEND is you are planning to
WORKSHOP
teach on the high i:;cbool level in
The English as a Second Lanany content area. All other appliguage Program is offering a Writcants must attend.
This general meeting will not
ing Competency Exam Workshop
for all students whose native lanbe repeated. PLACEMENT
guage is not English. These stuINFORMATION WILL NOT BE
GIVEN OUT PRIOR TO THIS
dents may be U.S. citizens, Resident Aliens or International StuMEETING. Important information
will be discussed so plan to · dents. The workshop is free but
the student must be pre-regisattend.
tered. The date of the workshop
is Saturday, November 6 from
Dr. William Fischer
9:00 am to noon in the Casey
Student Teacher Coordinator
Room of the Student Union. Registration deadline is November 3.
DROP DEADLINE
The deadline for dropping a
Anyone wishing to attend should
call Kathy Ford between 8:00 am
class or withdrawing from the
and Noon Monday through Friday
University is FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 5. The student will receive
at 581-3390.
either a "WP" or a "WF" at the
discretion of the instructor of the
Kathy Ford, Coordinator
class.

FRIDAY NIT·E
75¢ Drafts
$1. 00 Screwdrivers
$1. 00 Tom Collins $1.50 Long Islands
$1. 0° Cover

SATU DA. Nl'. T
HALLOWEEN BLOWOUT
COSTUME CONTEST

LOTS OF PRIZES

DOORS OPEN AT 8PM

(@)7JMiil.B !J{as 'Ifie 1{ots 1'or You ! !

BROADWAY JOE'S SPORTSPUB&RESTAURANT

We have over 8 hot sandwiches to choose from.
Perfect for those Cold Winter Days or Nights

FRIDAY- "American Tribute" playing great Rock -n- Roll

4Vf R!(.A '>MIST DRFSSfD 5.tNOW![H

From 9 p.m. till 1 a.m.

SATURDAY- Top 40 music "Who Cares" from Peoria
Costume Party - Cash Prizes

SUNDAY-

---------------------$1.00 off Any Hot Sandwich 6" or 12"
Not Valid with any other offer. One per customer

430 W. Lincoln

•

PHI B

•

345-7827

I~

Free Food at Noon!
$1 cans, a bucket of 6 Little Kings $3
COSTUME PARTY CASH PRIZES
The Band "Jester" playing Top 40 Rock

J

From 9 p.m. till 1 a.m.

Must be 21 to enter• NO COVER CHARGE

•

